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ABSTRACT

An abstract of the dissertation of Michael Orval Taylor for the Doctor of
Philosophy in Social Work and Social Research presented November 7, 2002.

Title: Identifying and Building on Strengths of Children with Serious Emotional
Disturbances

The aim of this study is to explore strengths assessments and the
participation of parents in assessment of strengths and functioning of their children
challenged by serious emotional disorders. The children in this study have a high
level of exposure to mental illness, domestic violence and substance abuse in their
biological families. These children are living with family members or foster
families in the community, with the majority at continuing risk of placement
outside of their homes and communities due to serious emotional and behavioral
problems.
The research questions investigated are the concordance of families and
professionals in assessment of strengths, differences in assessment of strengths,
problems in specific domains of functioning, and relationships of characteristics of
the child with recognition of strengths by the parent and professional.
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This study uses data collected from families of children with serious
emotional disorders receiving services through community-based wraparound
services supported by the mental health services program for children #5 HSS
SM52297 funded by the Center for Mental Health Services, Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Administration. The dissertation research presents a secondary
analysis of a portion of the evaluation data collected for that demonstration.
Eighty-five children were assessed by the parent and professional using the
Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale (BERS), the Achenbach Child Behavior
Checklist (CBCL), and the Child and Adolescent Functioning Scale (CAFAS). It
was found that families provided significant and unique information regarding their
children. A repeated measures analysis of the strengths scores revealed significant
differences in the assessment of strengths by the parent and professional raters in
domains of intrapersonal strengths, affective strengths and family involvement.
The findings support the use of the strengths measure by multiple informants to
provide unique information regarding the child’s strengths and functioning.
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CHAPTER I

SYSTEMIC AND INDIVIDUAL INTERVENTIONS FOR CHILDREN
WITH EMOTIONAL AND BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS

Introduction

Mental and emotional disorders in children and adolescents touch at least
one in ten children - and just one in five of those children receives treatment, as
documented in the recent report on Mental Health by the United States Surgeon
General (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1999). Mental health
care available to families challenged with children suffering from serious emotional
disturbances has been historically fragmented, restrictive, and categorical. Many
families lack access to the right level of treatment for their children in the
community. This lack of sufficient services can exacerbate the development of
more severe disorders. Mental health treatment and services provided to these
children and their families must be better coordinated and integrated with other
elements of the health care, education, and social service system.
Social workers and other helping professionals have relied too long on a
deficit-based approach in practice emphasizing pathology over strengths. This
approach serves to stigmatize families and their children. This study explores
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practice methods that instill hope for these children and families through
involvement o f families and professionals in assessing strengths of the child.
Jane Knitzer’s (1982) groundbreaking work. Unclaimed Children, gave heed
to the harm done to children and families poorly served due to service
disorganization. Knitzer’s study highlighted a systemically ineffectual delivery of
services that contributed to isolation, harbored unmet needs, and favored
institutional care. Her work asserted that mental health treatment services did not
minimize or eliminate existing problems, but exacerbated them. Her published
investigation became a rallying point for reform efforts.
This need for increased collaboration at the systems level has been well
established, supported by Knitzer’s (1982) work and others advocating for systems
reforms (Stroul & Friedman, 1986). To address this need, federal funding has
supported initiatives to develop and enhance child centered, family-focused systems
o f care in local communities. According to Stroul and Friedman (1986), a system
of care is based on multi-agency collaboration that is responsive to the individual
child and the unique cultural needs of the family. Essential elements of a system
of care include: strength-based service planning; coordinated agency efforts; and
family voice, access, and ownership streams. These features serve to build
systems that are responsible and accountable to children and families challenged by
complex and enduring social, behavioral and emotional problems. Under this
collaborative system of care, Knitzer’s "unclaimed children" are embraced as the
entire community’s children.
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While current research provides support for the successful implementation
of systems changes and practice improvements (Friedman & Burns, 1996;
Rosenblatt, 1998; Whitbeck, Kimball, Olsen, Lonner, & McKenna, 1993), the
relationship between systems level changes and practice methods for children and
families remains unclear. Additional research is needed to refine the interventions
and assess fidelity of practice to selected values and principles (Epstein, 1999b;
Lourie, Stroul, & Friedman, 1998).
This study identifies some key practice constructs of the system of care
philosophy and explores these through the use of standardized instruments. In the
study, the Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale (BERS; Epstein & Sharma,
1998) is used to identify strengths and to explore agreement between professionals
and family members on assessment of strengths. Traditional child assessment
instruments appraising behavior problems and functional deficits are also utilized to
explore the extent of agreement and differences regarding both strengths and
functioning of the child. Practice constructs being explored are the identification
of strengths and participation of family members in assessing the child's strengths
and needs. These constructs are posited as key practice elements associated with
improved services for children with serious emotional disorders (Cowger, 1994;
McCammon, Spencer, & Friesen, 2001).
Social work researchers have raised practice challenges inherent in
implementing a strengths perspective and increasing collaboration between families
and professionals to increase productive partnerships and mutuality (Collins &

I
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Collins, 1990; Saleeby, 1996; Weick, Rapp, Sullivan, & Kisthardt, 1989). The
process of assessing strengths including the perspectives of both the family and
professional are investigated through this study. Saleeby (1996) provides a context
for the importance of focusing on strengths:
The impetus for the evolution of a more strengths-based view of
social work practice comes from the awareness that U.S. culture and
helping professions are saturated with psychosocial approaches based
on individual, family and community pathology, deficits, problems,
abnormality, victimization and disorder, (p. 226)
A strengths perspective challenges the dominant deficit-oriented approach to
assessment, evidences a belief in the dignity, worth, and capabilities of the
individual, and challenges the reliance of professional authority as the dominant
voice in assessment and diagnosis (Weick, Rapp, Sullivan, & Kisthardt, 1989).
The following review of literature and research addresses the prevalence of
mental health disorders in children and practice improvements in systems of care;
including strengths-based assessment and family participation in assessment and
care planning. The aim of this study is to explore recognition of strengths by
families and professionals and explore participation of families with practitioners
regarding those strengths. The assessment of strengths and functioning from the
perspectives of both the family and professional are examined to determine
relationships can be predicted between a child’s behavior problems, functional
level, age and gender and the recognition of strengths. The purpose of this study
is to increase our understanding of methods to assess and build upon strengths of
children living with behavioral and emotional challenges.
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Mental Disorders in Children

Mental disorders appear in families of all social classes and backgrounds,
although children with physical problems, family history of mental and addictive
disorders, poverty and caregiver neglect are at higher risk. The manifestation of
mental disorders in children derives from a complex mix of individual development
and constitutional factors. This complexity requires clinicians and researchers to
attend to multi-determinant etiology encompassing biological, social, and
psychological factors in assessment and treatment planning.
The 1999 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services report of the
Surgeon General on children and mental health, citing results of the MECA Study
(Methodology for Epidemiology of Mental Disorders in Children and Adolescents),
reports a prevalence estimate of 21% of U.S. children ages 9-17 with a
diagnosable mental or emotional disorder. These findings reveal a serious statistic:
one in five children and adolescents experience symptoms of a mental or emotional
disorder, with 5% suffering from an extreme functional impairment. The
incidence of specific disorders, by diagnostic categories resulting in at least a mild
level of impairment includes anxiety disorders (13%); mood disorders (6.2%);
disruptive disorders (10.3%); and substance abuse disorders (2%) (Shaffer et al.,
1996; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1999).
A range of treatments exists for many mental disorders in children and
emerging research explores effectiveness of these treatments. Though traditional
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practice models have relied on the etiology of these disorders being negative
environmental influences, there is an increasing consensus that constitutional
factors have pronounced influences on many disorders. Disorders such as autism,
childhood schizophrenia, attention-deficit disorders, and mood disorders have only
recently been accepted as predominantly biologic in origin (Jensen, 1999; U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, 1999; Weissman, Warner,
Wickramaratne, Moreau, & Olfson, 1997). Research on neurobiology challenges a
provincial overemphasis on family dynamics as the source o f serious emotional
disorders. However, these traditional models of practice based on pathology and
blaming the family are rooted deeply in our professional cultures and practices
(Ryan, 1976, Saleeby, 1996).

Clinical Practice Research
Research verifies the importance of a multi-determinant model in
assessment and treatment that includes biologic (genetic and environmental), social
(familial and societal), and psychological (developmental and interpersonal)
influences. Controlled studies of treatment interventions, primarily limited to
outpatient treatments in research settings, demonstrate that improvements in
functioning are consistently greater in groups receiving treatment and that multi
modal treatment leads to better outcomes (U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, 1999). Research on children’s mental disorders and treatment are
summarized in the Surgeon General’s report which emphasizes the need for more
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extensive study of optimal treatment practices, especially for children with the most
severe disorders.
Current research does not adequately address a range of interventions for
the most seriously disordered children. Clinical practices studied in much of the
current research is most often designed around a particular service modality,
outpatient therapy, and are usually tested in controlled research settings
(Rosenblatt, 1998). Rosenblatt suggested that the study of interventions focus at
the services level, examining specifics of therapist or caseworker interactions with
children, their families, and community support systems. As multi-level services
include a number of interventions across community and clinic settings, this
requires a capacity to describe and measure the interventions beyond those
conducted via clinical trials research in outpatient settings. This inquiry requires
methods relevant to emerging practices, methods derived from the experience of
program evaluation and formative research methods (Patton, 1994; Tyson, 1992).
Studies on outcomes of intensive community-based treatments, though limited in
number, have supported positive benefits of these comprehensive interventions
(Heflinger, Northrup, Sonnichsen, & Brannan, 1998; Kutash & Rivera, 1996;
Rosenblatt, 1998).
Research focusing on benefits of residential treatment for children and
adolescents has been sparse, though these settings account for up to one-half of the
dollars spent on treatment for children (Bums, 1991). Bums and others (Weller,
Cook, Hendren, & Woolston, 1995) have expressed concern regarding the lack of
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data on outcomes for hospital and residential treatment settings, as these are the
most expensive and intrusive treatment options for children. Rising admissions to
inpatient psychiatric settings during the 1980s and 1990s were not supported by
evidence o f increased clinical need or social benefit. Concerns have been raised
about this lack of data for residential and hospital treatments including admission
criteria; cost-benefit ratio; risks inherent in removal from the home and
community; difficulty of reintegration into the family; and potential for
victimization by residential treatment center staff (Friedman & Street, 1985;
Greenbaum et al., 1998). Knitzer (1982) initially raised these concerns in the early
1980s, focusing on the excessive and inappropriate use of psychiatric hospitals and
reliance on residential treatment for children and adolescents. These concerns
support the need for investigation of emerging practices in community-based
systems of care for children as alternatives to institutional treatment.
The need for more empirical data regarding community-based treatment
supports this investigation o f key practice constructs of these evolving systems of
care. This study focuses on two practice constructs: using a strengths-based
assessment and exploring family participation in assessment of both strengths and
functioning of their child. Strengths identification and participation of families in
assessment are posited as essential components of community-based treatment for
children and adolescents living in their own families and communities. These
constructs are components o f a practice model described as wraparound services
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provided to children with serious emotional disorders through coordinated systems
o f care.
Systems of Care for Children with Serious Emotional Disorders
Evaluations of services provided to targeted children with severe mental/
emotional disorders have produced a body of research on implementation of
systems o f care endeavoring to link outcomes with practice improvements. These
studies have documented changes in service delivery as well as improved child
outcomes in functioning and behavior (Center for Mental Health Services, 1999).
This literature has increased understanding of some key elements of communitybased and integrated services for children, implementing the principles first
articulated in Child and Adolescent Services Systems Principles (CASSP) and later
referred to as systems o f care (Stroul & Friedman, 1986). Much of this literature
has focused on implementation and measurement of systems-level and practice
changes (Center for Mental Health Services, 1997, 1999). Research provides
evidence of successful implementation of the system of care approach through
practice improvements including: (a) increased access, voice, and ownership by
families and consumers (Whitbeck et al., 1993); (b) involvement of key individuals
in developing community wraparound plans (VanDenBerg, 1990); and (c)
engagement of the family as a collaborator in the use of a strengths-based approach
(Malysiak, 1998).
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Findings of positive outcomes for children served by systems of care comes
from a number of sources related to these efforts and has been increasing (Center
for Mental Health Services, 1999; Stroul, 1993). Functional improvements for
children in family life, school success, and reduction of juvenile arrests has been
reported in several studies. Data from California’s experience in pioneering
system reform efforts identified a specific target population and a mission to keep
children "in school, at home and out of trouble" (Rosenblatt, 1993, p. 275).
Interagency coordination and collaboration along with requirements that services be
community based and culturally competent are key elements in this system. In
assessing the system’s success in achieving its goals, Rosenblatt and his colleagues
found a reduction in out-of-home placement, cost savings through placement
avoidance, improved school performance, increased school attendance, and a
reduction in juvenile justice recidivism (Jordan & Hernandez, 1990; Rosenblatt,
1993). The cost containment data for California is compelling and has been
substantiated by data from Vermont (Bruns, Burchard, & Yoe, 1995) as well as
Wisconsin and Hawaii (Foster, Kelsch, Kamradt, Sosna, & Young, 2001).
Data from the SAMHSA Child Mental Health Initiative programs have been
positive, especially regarding the impact on quality of life for families. Significant
improvements in child and family functioning have been associated with practice
changes and systems’ interventions (Farmer 1996). The Milwaukee ”25 Kids
Project" focuses on a group of children who have experienced multiple challenges
in their lives, including residential treatment, and whose care has been particularly
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costly. As a result of the Milwaukee project, the majority of these adolescents
have returned to their communities, many to live with their families. Many
returned to school and have avoided contact with the juvenile justice system
(Center for Mental Health Services, 1999; Kamradt, 1996).
Systems of care initiatives have not received universally positive
evaluations. Research conducted on the Fort Bragg demonstration project and in
Stark County, Ohio found no differences in children’s outcomes for those enrolled
in systems of care versus those receiving usual services (Bickman, 1996b;
Bickman, Summerfelt, Firth, & Douglas, 1997). These findings have been
challenged on the basis that the Fort Bragg project did not establish fidelity to the
theory and practices of systems of care (Friedman & Burns, 1996). The Bickman
studies underscore the need for increased empirical evidence about both the
practices that constitute system of care interventions and the connection between
practice changes and child and family outcomes.

Supporting and Sustaining Systems of Care
Intensive services for children with serious emotional disturbances remains
primarily managed and funded by the public sector, which has been dependent on
the identification of a categorical need under educational or mental health criteria
and funding. The continued prevalence of categorical services is rooted in the
financing mechanisms codified in special education law and Medicaid regulations.
These categorical restrictions can limit access to flexible funding needed to support
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community-based practices. Barriers to flexible funding and individualized service
delivery continue to impede the full implementation of system of care values
(Malekoff, 2000). Expenditures for residential and hospital care still exceed those
for community and family-based treatments. There is a lack of evidence of
effectiveness of these more restrictive traditional interventions (Burns, Hoagwood,
& Maultsby, 1998).
Implementation of mental health managed care in the public sector provides
new opportunities to focus on improved access, practice innovations, and flexible
services. The success of mental health managed care for children is closely related
to the level of community and family involvement in implementation, quality
assurance and public oversight of contract performance (Pires, Stroul, &
Armstrong, 2000).
The impact of managed care initiatives differs greatly by state and
community, most often related to the parameters of the managed care contracts.
Managed care entities are widely varied in their goals depending on whether they
are profit or service driven. The managed care business model can result in either
an emphasis on limiting care to increase profit or improving flexibility to achieve
positive outcomes. Incentives often do not align at the systems and services levels,
resulting in categorical services such as residential care receiving higher levels of
reimbursement than intensive community-based care (Foster et al., 2001).
Creating service delivery systems capable of meeting the needs of these
children and families requires a sustainable infrastructure to deliver and support
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these services (Stroul & Friedman, 1996). This drives the call for systematic
research addressing demonstrations of services integration in mental health,
education, and human services that goes beyond descriptions of systems reforms to
evaluation of practice changes raised repeatedly in the literature on developing
systems of care. Research on practice changes resulting from expanded and
alternative structure of service delivery technologies at the systems, program, and
services level is needed to link essential practice elements to long-term successes
for these children and their families (Friedman, 1997; Knapp, 1995; Rosenblatt,
1998).
The focus of this dissertation research is to study some key practice
constructs of a practice model advocated in the literature on system of care:
identification of strengths and exploring participation of families in assessment.
The implementation of these practice constructs are posited to optimize the match
between the needs of the child and family and services through identification of
strengths of the child and involvement of the family in conducting the assessment
and implementing a plan of care.

Wraparound Practice Model
Wraparound is a collaborative practice model, derived from ecological
systems theory, which defines a process of implementing individualized,
comprehensive services for youth with complicated serious emotional disturbances.
The wraparound approach emphasizes meeting the individualized needs of the child
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in the least restrictive setting (Malysiak, 1997). Wraparound practices were
advanced by John VanDenBerg (1990), initially through the Alaska Youth
Initiative, and by other innovators in North Carolina, Florida, Illinois, and
Vermont (Behar, 1985; Burchard & Clarke, 1990; Dennis, 1992; VanDenBerg &
Grealish, 1996). Wraparound practice principles are being actively adopted across
the country as a model for meeting the needs of children requiring an array of
community services and natural supports to achieve positive outcomes. To
increase healthy functioning, the natural ecology of the child including the family,
community, and service systems, is engaged to support the strengths and
individualized needs of the child and family. Principles of wraparound practice
include voice and choice for the child and family, compassion, and flexibility
(Franz, 2000). The wraparound process focuses on engaging families and
community supports in a process of developing an individualized plan based on
individual and family strengths and needs in multiple life domains (McGinty,
McCammon, & Koeppen, 2001).
Essential practice elements of wraparound include: (a) individualized
services, (b) strengths-based perspective and use of natural supports, (c)
development of a support team for the child and family, (d) services that are
community-based, (e) a collaborative stance between families and professionals, (0
flexible funding and services, (g) outcome-based services, and (h) family voice and
choice of services (Burchard, 1998). Wraparound emphasizes a collaborative
approach between service providers and families that provides families with
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supports and services in the community to maintain their children at home and in
school. The wraparound practice model is designed to support families in
providing care and treatment at home in lieu of institutional treatment (Bums,
Hoagwood, & Maultsby; 1998). VanDenBerg and Grealish (1996) emphasized
wraparound must include collaborative child and family teams that create and
implement individualized support and plans of care and availability of sufficient
funding to meet the needs identified in the plan of care. This approach relies upon
the child and family as members of a team coming together to listen and to agree
on a plan of action. Successful implementation of wraparound requires a funding
infrastructure that includes shared and flexible funding and services necessary to
support this practice. Malysiak (1998) reported that a key to positive outcomes is
the active engagement of the family as collaborators in the process and the use of a
strength-based ecologically oriented approach. Traditional methods of providing
services have been described as fragmented, costly, overly restrictive and often
disruptive in requiring placement that is outside the child’s home and community
(Hernandez & Hodges, 1996; Sosna, 1999).
This dissertation research explores key constructs of the wraparound
practice model - the recognition of strengths and involvement of the family in
assessment of the child’s strengths and needs.
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Identifying Strengths
The process of mental health assessment, with its embedded bias toward
illness and dysfunction and pressure to collect data on pathology, can have a
profound negative effect on the client (Graybeal, 2001). Key to a change in
perspective is engaging clients and families in a way that builds on their strengths,
recognizing that the most challenged children and stressed families have
competencies, strengths, and resources (Epstein, 1999b). Saleeby (1996)
articulated how an emphasis on pathology has permeated our field of practice and
may be antithetical to social work values; reliance on categorical funding and
service delivery "silos" perpetuate this deficit-oriented service delivery system.
Embracing a strengths-based perspective has been posited to; (a) lead to
more positive engagement of children and families; (b) identify for the child,
family, and professionals what is going well in the child’s life; (c) remind
professionals of the competencies that can become the basis for future growth; and,
(d) establish positive expectations for the child (Epstein, 1999b). Strengths-based
intervention and case management approaches have been evaluated as useful for
adults with serious mental disorders (Modrcin, 1988) and have been postulated as
an essential component in promoting positive outcomes for children (Epstein &
Sharma, 1998).
Traditional practice approaches have emphasized problem-focused care
planning that is driven by services reimbursement, emphasis on medical diagnosis,
and professional and facility licensing. Unlike a deficit approach, with well-
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entrenched assumptions about human functioning, a strengths-based approach to
service provision for high-needs children and adolescents has gained recognition
and support (Bran & Rapp, 2001; Graybeal, 2001). A focus on assessment of
strengths has commanded increasing attention in the literature on education (Nelson
& Pearson, 1991), mental health (Stroul & Friedman, 1996), child welfare
(Saleeby, 1992), and family services (Dunst, Trivette, & Deal, 1994).
Fostering strengths in children with serious emotional disturbances builds
upon research identifying critical factors present in resilient children. These
factors are caring relationships, consistent expectations from a caring adult with
capacity to build on strengths, and opportunities for child and family participation
(Benard, 1996). Important sources of strength are cultural and personal stories,
narratives and lore (Saleeby, 1996), as well as the "survivor’s pride" of surviving
abuse and trauma (Wolin & Wolin, 1993). These strengths are often evident in
youth and their families who are coping with and surviving mental illness.
Resiliency research challenges traditional concepts about child development;
positing that childhood trauma most inevitably leads to adult psychopathology
(Bernard, 1993; Garmezy, 1994) and that social conditions viewed as toxic usually
lead to problems in everyday functioning of children, families, and communities
(Rutter, 1979; Rutter & Sandberg, 1992).
Strengths-based assessment can facilitate the engagement of the family in
services, particularly when a child has a history of unsuccessful placements or
services (Courneyer & Johnson, 1991). Strengths-based assessment from multiple
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perspectives supports discourse regarding strengths of the child and is theorized in
this study to promote family-professional collaboration in recognizing and building
upon strengths.
A primary aim o f this study is exploring use of a strengths assessment.
Adoption of a strengths perspective is examined through use of the Behavioral and
Emotional Rating Scale (BERS) completed by the family and professional.

Family Participation
In comparison with families of children with physical disabilities and
developmental disorders, families of children with serious emotional disabilities
(SED) have reported a higher level of personal and family stress (Friesen, 1989).
Stigma and blame continue to center on families of these children, based on
theoretical approaches dominated by pathology and attribution of problems to
individual deficits or family dysfunction (DeChillo, Koren, & Mezera, 1996). The
complexity and intensity o f challenges facing children with SED and their families
have become increasingly well documented. These include a fragmented service
delivery system, inadequate insurance coverage for home and community-based
care, and difficulty with access to flexible and individualized services. The lag
between the recognition of this need and the provision of a systemic response to
that need has had a negative impact on these children and their families, resulting
in greater stress for and isolation of the family and negative outcomes for the child
(Stroul, 1996).
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Family involvement is an increasingly recognized value, and family
members have assumed administrative and advocacy positions within government
and treatment agencies (Koroloff, Friesen, Reilly, & Rinkin, 1996). Familycentered service delivery is accepted as a value, but has not been fully realized or
adequately measured at the services level. Changed attitudes toward families and
clinical practices that are inclusive of family voice require professionals to hear
and heed family input (Allen & Petr, 1995; Tannen, 1991). Involvement of
families as full partners in creating a plan for their children is critical to success of
that plan. A partnership between parents and professionals is one in which both
parties join to determine and meet information and service needs (Heflinger &
Bickman, 1996). Essential components of this partnership are: (a) shared power
and decision-making, (b) open communication regarding the child’s needs in
conjunction with shared information about the services systems’ strengths and
limitations, (c) practical assistance and improved access to services, and (d)
readiness of the provider or system to alter services based on feedback from
families (Simpson, Koroloff, Friesen, & Gac, 1999). Factors supporting increased
involvement of families in assessment and care planning include growth of
consumer awareness, research evidence discrediting family dynamics as the
primary etiology of mental illness in children, and evidence that social support and
family empowerment can lead to improved outcomes (DeChillo, Koren, & Mezera,
1996; Koroloff, Friesen, Reilly, & Rinkin, 1996).
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Increased family support has been associated with a higher level of initiation
of mental health services (Elliott, Koroloff, Koren, & Friesen, 1998), membership
and involvement in parent support groups (Singh, Curtis, Wechsler, Ellis, &
Cohen, 1997), participation in systems reform efforts (Koroloff, Friesen, Reilly, &
Rinkin, 1996), and increased satisfaction and empowerment (Singh, Wechsler, &
Curtis, 2000).
Participation in assessment and care planning endorses families of children
with serious emotional disorders as experts regarding their children. Family
participation also supports a principle of democratic participation and exercise of
client and family rights (Heflinger & Bickman, 1996). Social work has codified
self-determination in its practice values. Nevertheless, mental health professionals
from social work and other disciplines have contradicted these values in striving
for professional role identity, increased reimbursement, and personal status. These
factors serve to distance professional helpers from families of children with serious
emotional disorders (Johnson, Coumoyer, & Fisher, 1994). Examples of exclusion
of families are still evident in practice: requiring families to stay in the waiting
room while their children receive treatment; isolation of children receiving
residential treatment from their families; and pejorative use of diagnostic labels for
parents.
Increasing family participation requires rapport between families and
professionals in planning, providing, and delivering services and demands changing
the balance of power and control between professionals and families (Collins &
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Collins, 1990). Implicit in increasing participation is the expectation that no one
person is the expert with the answers to all the issues or problems being presented.
Relationships between mental health professionals and families should include
conveying a caring and non-blaming attitude, sharing of information, recognizing
the family as a key resource, and acknowledging limits to professional authority
through sharing responsibility and power (Franz, 1999).

Significance of the Study

Essential to evaluating family participation is the collection and analysis of
data indicating the degree to which key participants were adequately involved in
the process and agreed upon an assessment and care plan. Previous studies have
raised questions regarding whether or not families were truly engaged as
collaborators in the assessment and service planning and as contributors to the
wraparound process itself (Friedman & Burns, 1996). The youth served by this
project have many challenges based on their individual histories and biologic
vulnerability. This study adds to the body of research through analysis of
assessments of strengths by families and service providers, and by exploring
agreement and difference between families and professionals on standardized
measures.
It is a significant finding that families do endorse higher ratings of strengths
o f their children, given the context of their own challenges. The findings support
the use of diverse perceptions of strengths and functioning, proposed in the
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conceptual model, to enhance communication and engagement. Shared assessment
provides significant information and the findings indicate that families possess
unique information about their children not otherwise available to the therapist.
The data provided through use of strengths assessment makes a unique contribution
to the assessment.

Aims of the Study

The first aim is to evaluate the adoption of a strengths perspective through
use of strengths-based assessment by the family and professional. Exploring the
involvement of the family in assessment of the strengths of their child during the
initiation of services is a practice construct under investigation.
The second aim is to explore participation of the family in assessments of
the child’s strength and needs. Areas of concordance and difference between
families and professionals will be explored through analysis of scores on
instruments assessing both strengths and needs of the child from the family and
professional perspectives.
The final aim is to study the recognition of strengths by both family and
provider in rela . nship to characteristics of the child including behavior problems,
functional level, age, and gender. This aim explores the associations of strengthsbased assessment with a child’s characteristics to determine the effect of these
characteristics on perceptions of strengths.
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These research aims focus on the recognition of strengths across multiple
domains and extent of agreement between family members and helping
professionals extending previous research studying the implementation of
wraparound services (Clark, Lee, Prange, & McDonald, 1996; Sosna, 1999;
VanDenBerg, 1992). Prior studies provide support for increased access, voice,
and ownership by families as associated with improved outcomes. Whitbeck
verified the importance of families having the right to inclusion in decision-making
processes, children and families feeling heard and listened to at all points in the
process, and child and family having input to agree to any plan involving them
(Whitbeck, Kimball, Olson, Lonner, & McKenna, 1993).
The focus of this investigation is exploring components of a conceptual
model through the use of valid and reliable assessments of strengths and needs by
both the family and professional. The data analyzed in this study have been
obtained from consenting family members and professionals at the time of
enrollment in intensive community-based services. The data used in this study
include; (a) the child and family history collected by the care coordinator by
interview via the Description Information Questionnaire (DIQ), (b) behavior and
functional problems as assessed by the care coordinator through the Child and
Adolescent Functional Assessment Scale (CAFAS; Hodges & Wong, 1996), (c) the
parent’s view of behavior problems as reported on the Child Behavior Checklist
(CBCL; Achenbach, 1991); and the assessment of strengths through the Behavioral
and Emotional Rating Scale (BERS; Epstein & Sharma, 1998). The methods of
data collection and instruments used are fully described in Chapter III.
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This exploration of these practice constructs investigates the values and
principles of system of care reforms in practice. This study focuses on the use of
a strengths-based assessment and the involvement of the family in that assessment:
Strengths Assessment
■ Family and professional both identify strengths,
■ Recognition of a child’s strengths,
■ Formal assessment of strengths by family and professional.
Family involvement in assessment of both strengths and functioning is being
explored to study the level of agreement and difference between assessments and
providers by parents and professionals. While this study does not directly measure
the quantity or quality of family participation, the aim of the research is to explore
the family’s participation in assessment through completing assessments of
strengths and behavior problems.
Family Participation in Assessment
■ Family and professionals assess strengths and functioning during
initiation of services,
■ Concordance between family and provider on assessment of strengths,
■ Agreement between family and professional on severity of problems and
functional challenges of the child.
Child characteristics, including age, gender, behavior problems and
functioning will be explored to determine if these characteristics might predict a
higher or lower strengths score by the family or professional.
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CHAPTER II

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Conceptual Framework

The research aims and conceptual practice model under investigation
evolved from review of research on systems of care and the wraparound practice
model. The questions are investigated in the context of a community-based
demonstration project for high-needs children and their families. This project
embraces a strengths perspective and supports family participation through a
wraparound process. This research can lead to more advanced study investigating
if the system of care philosophy is associated with improved clinical practices and
ultimately to better outcomes for children and families.
Practice constructs described in this chapter reflect some key elements of
the wraparound practice model, principally strengths assessment and family
participation. These practice constructs are explored to investigate application of
strengths assessment from the perspectives of the professional and family. This
dissertation provides empirical analysis of assessment data as a method of
investigating a strengths perspective for children with serious emotional and
behavioral disorders and examining the participation of the family in the
assessment process.
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This study of the recognition of strengths by the family and professional
extends the work of Friedman, Friedman, and Leone who compared strengths
assessments from the perspectives of parents and teachers and investigated
differences in strengths ratings based on grade level (Friedman, Friedman, &
Leone, 2002; Friedman, Leone, & Friedman, 1999). The relationship of gender,
age, behavior problems, history, and functional level to the identification of
strengths are also explored. The conceptual model being investigated also extends
previous research on systems of care values and wraparound practice principles.
Practice constructs under investigation in this study extend previous research
supporting family inclusion in assessment and identification of strengths by both
the family and professional, with the goal of increasing conversation about
strengths to decrease a sole focus on problems and deficits (Cowger, 1994; Rapp &
Wintersteen, 1989; Saleeby, 1992).
From this systemic view, an important principle is that a strengths
perspective is included in the assessment, not which participant brings the
information. Parent-professional partnership is complex and multidimensional and
includes the parent perspective, professional perspective, the parent-professional
interaction, and the systemic/societal context. Components of these
multidimensional transactions are being explored in this dissertation through
exploration o f assessment data from both parent and professional.
As illustrated in the conceptual practice model in Figure 1, optimal long
term outcomes for these children include; (a) improved clinical status; (b)
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functional improvements; (c) increased life satisfaction, safety and welfare of the
child; and (d) attachment to a caring adult (Bickman, 1987; Friedman & Burns,
1996; Rosenblatt, 1998; Whitbeck et al., 1993). Practice changes posited as linked
with these outcomes are being explored through measurement o f strengthsidentification and participation of both family members and professionals in the
assessment. This dissertation explores the practice constructs of this conceptual
model that have been associated with positive long-term outcomes in longitudinal
studies (Center for Mental Health Services, 1999).

Practice Constructs
The aim of this study is to explore practice constructs through an analysis
of measurements of functioning, behavior, and strengths of the child from two
perspectives. The study explores the identification of strengths by the parent and
professional, and family participation in assessment. Concordance between family
and professional assessments and relationships between recognition of strengths and
behavioral and functional problems from the perspective of the parent and the
professional are analyzed to investigate the constructs. The associations between
strengths identification, functional and behavioral assessments of the child by
families and professionals, and child characteristics will be studied to determine the
effects of these factors on perceptions of strengths.
This study follows others (Burchard & Clarke, 1990; Coumeyer & Johnson,
1991; Foster et al., 2001) evaluating the impact of systemic changes in the
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interaction between parents and professionals on the manner in which individual
children and families are served. This study uses valid and reliable measurements
of strengths, problems, and functional level based on scores provided by parents
and professionals on standardized instruments. Data collected may be useful to
refine the conceptual practice model through precise measurement of the practice
constructs as recommended by Patton (1997). Utilizing the BERS instrument to
independently measure assessments by the family and professional extends previous
research that compared strengths scores from parents and teachers (Friedman,
Leone, & Friedman, 1999) and builds on studies comparing BERS scores with
established measures of behavioral and functional problems (Nordness & Epstein,
2000). It is proposed that using the BERS instrument with the focus on strengths
will support family participation in assessment through the data collection process
and sharing this data with the family.
The instruments used in this study are briefly introduced below and
referenced in Figure 1. The instruments and their administration are fully
described in Chapter III.
The Descriptive Information Questionnaire (DIQ) is a 37-item inventory
that gathers child and family demographic information, risk factors, family
composition, referral source, and previous service history. Responses collected
with the DIQ are used to provide descriptive data and evaluate predictor variables.
The DIQ has no subscales or scoring conventions (Center for Mental Health
Services, 1998b).
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The Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale (BERS) completed by the
parent or legal guardian provides strengths assessment from the family and is used
to examine both the level of strengths identification and agreement with
professionals’ assessment. The BERS is an empirically derived scale assessed to
be valid and reliable to report strengths across the domains of Interpersonal
Strength (IS), Family Involvement (FI), Intrapersonal Strength (IaS), School
Functioning (SF) and Affective Strength (AS) (Epstein & Sharma, 1998). The
BERS strengths assessment is also completed by the therapist during the assessment
period allowing a study of differences in strengths identification from the
perspectives of the therapist and the family (Epstein & Sharma, 1998).
The Achenbach (1991) Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) is an extensively
used parent completed assessment of behavioral and emotional problems used in
this study to explore parents’ identification of behavioral problems and to study the
parents’ assessment of both strengths and behavioral problems.
The Child and Adolescent Functional Assessment Scale (CAFAS) completed
by the therapist/care coordinator is a widely used instrument to assess functional
problems on eight scales assessing: role performance at school, home and
community; interpersonal behavior, mood and emotions; thinking problems; and
substance abuse issues (Hodges & Wong, 1996). A therapist or care coordinator
familiar with the functioning of the child completes this assessment or responses to
items may be collected from the parent in a structured interview. In this study, the
therapists’ assessment of functional level of child is the score used to explore
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agreement between families and professionals in identification of functional
problems and needs of the child.
Research Questions

This dissertation explores two practice constructs of the wraparound
practice model being implemented in an intensive community services
demonstration for children with serious emotional disturbances (SED) in Clackamas
County, Oregon. The research questions explore constructs of this practice model:
(a) identifying strengths and (b) involvement of both families and professionals in
assessments of strengths and functioning of the child. The following questions
explore the relationships of these practice constructs through an analysis of
empirical data gathered with norm-referenced instruments from professionals’ and
caregivers ’ assessments.
The first aim o f this dissertation is to measure the adoption of a strengths
perspective by a professional working with the child and the family. Professionals
have been increasingly exposed to training on adopting a strengths perspective.
Previous research suggests that families may more readily identify strengths of
their child than professionals (Collins & Collins, 1990). Outcomes expected for
participants in this sample are that both parents and professionals will identify
strengths, but in different domains, based on previous research by Friedman,
Leone, and Friedman (1999). An a priori prediction is that therapists may identify
more strengths in specific domains emphasized in professional training, such as the
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affective domains. It is predicted that professionals may notice and report
strengths in these domains at a higher level than parents, predicated on results of a
study in which teachers reported higher levels of strengths in school functioning
and interpersonal strengths compared to parents (Friedman, Leone, & Friedman,
1999).

Research Question 1
Are there differences between families’ and professionals’ assessment of
strengths and the national norms for children with serious emotional disturbances?
This question compares the mean BERS scores in each domain to the
normative data published by Epstein and Sharma (1998). It was anticipated that
the sample of children with SED in this study would score at or below the national
means for a clinical population of children with emotional and behavioral
disturbances.
The second aim for this research is to explore family participation through
the analysis of assessment data provided by parents and professionals at the
initiation of wraparound services. The ratings on the domains of strengths
measured by BERS subscales are addressed by the following two questions.

Research Question 2
Is there agreement in BERS subscale ratings by families and professionals
regarding strengths of the child across multiple domains?
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This question examines concordance between ratings on the five subscales
of the BERS measuring strengths in behavioral and affective domains. The
relationships compare the Parent rating in each domain (subscale) and the Therapist
rating on each subscale. Exploration of this question addresses both aims of this
dissertation - the adoption of a strengths perspective and exploring family
participation in assessment. Therapist ratings may be a product of communication
between families and professionals during the assessment period, as the
therapist/care coordinator gains information from listening to the parent during this
assessment period, as well as from direct interaction with the child. Areas of
lower correlation or substantial differences on subscale scores may represent areas
in which one rater may have different information based on more extended
observation or rater bias. In a previous study teachers had higher strengths scores
than parents in school functioning and interpersonal domains perhaps due to more
extensive exposure or more informed observations (Friedman, Leone, & Friedman,
1999). Family-professional transactions, represented by concordance or
differences in the strengths domains scores, is investigated through this analysis as
a foundation for increasing family participation through discussion of assessment
data. This study of aggregated data as well as review of individual scores in
interaction between families and professionals present opportunities for increasing
family participation through comparing ratings.
Strengths assessment scores may be used to assess changes in the individual
child’s functioning, and provide opportunities for discourse between the family and
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professional on agreement or difference on observed strengths. A periodic review
of strengths scores can also be used to increase participation of youth by reviewing
with them the strengths scores from individuals who have observed their progress.
A youth self-report scale is under development that may provide opportunities for
comparisons between the youth’s self perception and those of adult caretakers and
professionals (Epstein, 2002).

Research Question 3
What are the differences between families’ and professionals’ ratings of
strengths across the domains measured by the BERS?
This question examines differences in mean standard strength scores
reported by the family and professional in the five separate domains. The
Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale is a strengths-based instrument that
provides an opportunity to obtain information from multiple sources, particularly
adults closest to the child. In the case of children with SED, identifying and
discussing strengths is a component of the wraparound model and including data
representing diverse perceptions, especially that of the family, increases family
participation in assessment of strengths. Professionals or parents may see
competencies in areas not recognized by the other and exploring the consistencies
and differences in the BERS scores provides more data for discussion on the
individual level. Analysis of aggregated scores, the focus of this study, provides
the opportunity for patterns o f difference to emerge from the data.
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The following two questions further explore the first aim, adoption of a
strengths perspective, through exploration of the relationship of identification of
strengths and assessments of behavioral problems and functional impairments by
parents and professionals.

Research Question 4
What is the relationship between behavioral and emotional strengths and
functional impairments as reported by the therapist?
A negative correlation between the BERS and CAFAS scores might be
expected as a higher CAFAS score represents more severe functional problems.
Conversely, therapists may show systematic bias toward lower functioning youth
and observe and report a higher level of strengths reflecting the youth’s ability to
cope with behavioral and emotional challenges.

Research Question 5
What is the relationship between behavioral and emotional strengths and
behavior problems as reported by the parent?
An inverse relationship is expected in the parents scores on the BERS and
CBCL given the construction of the scales, the BERS assessing strengths and the
CBCL behavioral problems. However, the effect of the child dealing with a
serious disability may support a systematic bias in which parents perceive higher
strengths in their children who are suffering from more serious emotional disorders
as reported by Wolin and Wolin (1993) in their studies of resilience.
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The following question continues the investigation of the second aim of this
dissertation - exploring the participation of the family in assessment of both
strengths and needs of the child.

Research Question 6
What is the relationship between behavioral problems as reported by the
parent and the functional problems as reported by the therapist?
This question builds on the use of two raters and two scales to support
mulriaxial assessment utilizing two measurements of functional problems as
recommended by Achenbach (1993). Through examination of the level of
functioning assessed by the therapist on the CAFAS and behavior problems as
assessed by the parents on the CBCL a more complete picture of areas of
agreement on the needs of the child can be determined. This extends previous
research by Phillips (1999) in which he used these two instruments to explore
differences and concordance of assessments between foster parents and
caseworkers.
The analysis o f the areas of agreement and of lack of concordance offer the
opportunity for increased discourse and participation by the family in determining
areas for focus of care. Analysis of correlation across this sample provides data to
explore patterns of perceptions from parents and professionals. The use o f this
data in this manner is proposed in the conceptual model to be associated with
improved outcomes through increased participation of the family in assessment.
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Gathering and reporting these scores can be used to evaluate implementation of the
model. Repeated measures of these assessments on an individual basis would
provide ongoing opportunity for dialogue between families’ and professionals’
regarding progress of individual children through examination of changes in
functional deficit and behavior problem scores but is beyond the scope of this
study.
The third aim is to examine the recognition of strengths in relationship to
other characteristics of the child.

Research Question 7
What are the relationships between recognition of strengths and child
characteristics from the perspective of the family and professional?
Parents of SED children stressed by their behavioral problems may identify
strengths in different domains than professionals or may identify fewer strengths
related to their level of stress in managing the child’s behavior problems.
Conversely, though the severity of the child’s behavior is associated with higher
stress, other variables in the family environment may moderate the impact and may
in fact contribute to enrichment of the parenting experience (Yatchmenoff et al.,
1998). The effect of independent characteristics of the child such as age, gender,
behavior problems and functioning is explored through this analysis, understanding
that parent characteristics described in previous research may moderate the parent’s
perception of strengths of their child.
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Exploration of the recognition of strengths by professionals and families in
relationship to gender, age or functional level will probe for any systematic bias in
identifying strengths based on group membership. This extends research that
explored the differences between counselors and teachers when using the BERS at
different grade levels (Friedman, Friedman, & Leone, 2002), with an expectation
that families or professionals may have patterns of strengths identification predicted
by age, gender or functional impairment. Exploration of the relationships of
subscale scores on these instruments explores predictive values in support of the
research aim of understanding the differences of perceptions of strengths and
problems from the perspectives of family members and professionals.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS

This dissertation uses data collected from families of children with serious
emotional disorders (SED) receiving services through the Clackamas Partnership
located in Clackamas County, Oregon, supported by the mental health services
program for children #5 HS5 SMS2297 funded by the Center for Mental Health
Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration. This dissertation
research presents a secondary analysis of a portion of the evaluation data collected
for that demonstration.
The primary goals for Center for Mental Health Services (CMHS) funded
Comprehensive Mental Health Services Programs consist of: (a) integrated
funding streams; (b) a unified governance structure; (c) family partnerships in all
aspects of the system and in care of their children; (d) a single, financially
sustainable system; (e) interagency involvement; (f) a state/local relationship,
outcome based evaluation; and (g) the creation of a genuine managed care model
(Center for Mental Health Services, 1998c).
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Context of the Study

The Clackamas Partnership, a collaborative entity of families, child welfare,
education, health, mental health, juvenile justice, and private providers, provides
community-based care for children and their families who are faced with complex
and enduring mental health challenges. Based on the values and principles initially
articulated by the Child and Adolescent Service System Program (CASSP) and in
response to the Guidance for Applicants (GFA) for the Child Mental Health
Initiative, the Clackamas Partnership and Clackamas County Mental Health Center
implemented the following programs and services:
•

Integrated services around the strengths and needs of families through the
creation of Child and Family Teams. Care coordinators authorize and
provide flexible services to identified children and their families through an
enhanced service array of community-based mental health and non-mental
health services to a clearly defined target population - those most at risk for
out-of-home placement.

•

Improved access to intensive services through outreach, opening a number
of pathways to services, and empowering local families to recruit other
families into services.

•

Blended funds across agencies to provide the necessary resources for
community-based services. Contributing to this effort are private and
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public intensive service providers and schools who have redirected
resources from intensive and residential services to community services.
•

Coordination with the Oregon Health Plan, the state-managed care plan, to
provide community services for the children and families who need the
most intensive services.

•

Providing training and technical assistance and on-going supervision for
care coordinators and staff of partner agencies to increase skills in
collaboration and clinically appropriate, family-centered services.

•

Staffing an evaluation team in collaboration with Portland State University’s
Regional Research Institute and Research and Training Center to implement
national and local evaluation, to ensure that data are used to inform all
decision-making processes concerning children and families, interventions,
and governance (McCormack & Taylor, 1998).
The Clackamas Partnership has built upon efforts in mental health, child

welfare, juvenile justice, and special education to provide a model to bring together
uncoordinated efforts at the level of system, program and practice and to move
those efforts to a sustainable level. Clackamas Partnership combined elements of
the current reforms in mental health, child welfare, and juvenile justice and
education, offering a demonstration for state and local agencies of the compatibility
and portability o f these efforts.
Key to the sustainability of these changes has been the development of a
collaborative governance structure supported by leadership theory and research and
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ongoing local consultation and training. Children’s mental health research has
stressed the importance of local governance for achieving change that is owned by
a community and is implemented in a democratic fashion (Hodges, Nesman, &
Hernandez, 1999). Within the leadership literature, collaborative governance is
tied to emerging ideas about authority, such as creativity, systems thinking, risk,
and vision (Senge, 1994). The principles of collaborative leadership have been
endorsed by a local Partnership Council of agencies and community members.
Family involvement is one o f the central tenets of the system of care and
has been a focus of the Partnership. Systems of care have moved from familyfocused to family-centered entities in response to advocacy from parents. Through
measuring the significance of family access, voice, and ownership, researchers
have discovered family involvement yields positive functional outcomes for
children and increases in satisfaction and empowerment in families (Whitbeck et
al., 1993). The Partnership contracted with the Oregon Family Support Network
to lead these efforts.
The Clackamas Partnership is supported by a foundation of shared decision
making and collaboration among the key child-serving agencies in the county. The
Partnership has matured through the introduction of blended funding and
collaborative services. Clackamas County Mental Health Center (CCMHC),
through its Mental Health Organization (MHO), brought new and flexible
resources from the Oregon Health Plan to the county for eligible residents along
with managed care business practices, including shared responsibility and risk.
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Without interagency collaboration, it is impossible to have a system of care. In the
case of children with serious emotional disturbances and their families, the "silo"
approach to funding and organizing children’s mental health services is a disaster
because children have multiple needs and challenges and if they are treated in a
compartmentalized way that negates their complexity (Franz & Miles, 1994).
The Clackamas Partnership has established Interagency Treatment Planning
for high needs families that supports the family as central in the process of
planning for their child. The interagency case review structure focuses on children
and adolescents for whom regular agency-based services are not sufficient to
support their placement at home and for whom there is often a need for residential
or hospital treatment. The interagency case review team includes discussion of
intensified local efforts in lieu of residential placement.
Clackamas County, the State Department of Human Services (DHS) and
Local Collaborating Agencies through the Partnership Council endorsed core values
in building a collaborative approach to mental health services for children and
families. The first is that a system of care must be child and family centered with
the individual needs of the child and family dictating the provision of services.
Second, the service delivery system and infrastructure must be community-based
and culturally competent, and the delivery of services, along with management and
decision-making authority, must rest at the local level.
The creation o f a responsive managed care model for children with SED
has been a priority for the State of Oregon. Historically, the steep rise in the costs
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of health care and the increased utilization of inpatient treatment for children,
particularly adolescents, created the context for the introduction of managed
behavioral health care in the 1980s. The introduction of managed mental health
care in the private sector has led to even greater reliance on the public safety net
for children, adolescents, and adults with serious emotional disturbances
(Mechanic, 1993). The implementation of managed care contracting for Medicaidfunded programs has raised concerns regarding the effects on systems of care for
children who have been served by a continuum of outpatient and intensive services
primarily funded and delivered in the public sector (Pires, Stroul, & Armstrong,
2000). Clackamas County is a local Mental Health Organization for mental health
services under the Oregon Health Plan. As a locally operated and state-contracted
entity, Clackamas County is integrating systems of care values within the context
of managed care. The infrastructure of public mental health services available to
children and families in the target community has benefitted from the risk-based,
capitated funding methodology of the Oregon Health plan. Clackamas County
Mental Health and the Partnership have integrated efficiency in delivery of core
"medically necessary" services and supported "reinvestment" of savings from acute
hospital care into more flexible intervention efforts with children and families.
These reinvested resources have allowed the Partnership to develop creative
community-based alternatives to hospitalization and to expand crisis intervention
services (Taylor, 2002).
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The goal is for the Clackamas Partnership to sustain a "system of care,"
with a fully developed infrastructure, and a matching service delivery model.
Since this system is built on the existing Oregon Health Plan demonstration,
Clackamas County Mental Health and the Partnership are uniquely situated to serve
as a model for managed care entities providing services to children with serious
emotional disturbances, and their families.
Implementation of a Wraparound Approach

In order to create an integrated service system with individualized service
planning at its core, the Clackamas Partnership embraced a wraparound approach.
Essential to this approach is recognition of family access, voice, and ownership as
keys to making the system thrive and produce positive outcomes. Drawing on
recent wraparound training methods, direct services staff of the Partnership
engaged in an intensive process of learning with families how best to create a plan.
The training stressed the imperative of strength-based, culturally-competent
approaches to all facets of care. Each child and family were asked to form, and
were aided in the process of creating, a team. This team provided the family and
child with the kinds of supports and services necessary to help them meet their
needs. The wraparound plan is documented in the child’s record, matched to
strengths, and enacted.
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Participants and Procedures

This dissertation utilizes secondary data from the evaluation of the
Clackamas County Partnership entitled "An evaluation of the Clackamas County
Partnership’s System of Care" approved by the Human Subjects Committee of
Portland State University (see Appendix A). Michael Taylor, the investigator for
this dissertation study, served as Project Director for the Partnership Project from
its inception in September 1998 through June 2002. This study examines baseline
data o f children and families referred for Partnership intensive care coordination
services from mental health, child welfare, juvenile justice, and education.
The data were collected as part of a national and local evaluation study for
the demonstration site. The Regional Research Institute at Portland State
University was retained through a contract with Clackamas County to conduct an
evaluation of the Clackamas Partnership. MACRO International, a consulting
company located in Atlanta, Georgia, holds the federal contract for implementation
of the national evaluator of all 63 communities funded by CMHS (see Appendix
A). These data were aggregated and client confidentiality was protected. Families
were asked to participate in the local and national evaluation study through a
signed consent approved by the Portland State University Human Subjects
Committee, and in no case were children denied services if the parent did not
consent to participate in the evaluation.
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This secondary analysis integrates a descriptive study of the population,
including empirical measures of strengths and problems, with an exploratory design
investigating the practice constructs. This study was developed to describe
relationships between variables measured at baseline and designed to integrate with
the continuing local evaluation of this demonstration.
Cross-sectional data were collected at the time of enrollment and were used
to examine the defined practice constructs and their relationships to assess
characteristics of the practice model under investigation. With complex multi
modal interventions, competing explanations cannot be accounted for and it was
not possible to establish causality. An analysis of the logic underlying this practice
model requires that constructs are specified, measured, and validated. This
research is intended to inform the development of intensive community-based
programs through exploring two of the program’s practice constructs.
The data for this study were collected from responses by care coordinators
and families on instruments that measure: (a) referral patterns and demographics,
the Descriptive Information Questionnaire (DIQ); (b) perception of strengths, the
Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale (BERS); (c) functional status, the Child and
Adolescent Function Assessment Scale (CAFAS); and (d) symptoms and problems,
the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL).
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National Evaluation
The Clackamas Partnership participates in the national evaluation required
by the Center for Mental Health Service. MACRO International conducts the
national evaluation. Local participation includes: staffing the evaluation team;
training data collectors, including consent processes; data collection; data cleaning;
data storage; data transmission; local data analysis; and data reports. Data analysis
and management is contracted with the Regional Research Institute at Portland
State University, Portland, Oregon (see Appendix A).

Local Evaluation
The local evaluation plan for the Clackamas Partnership was derived from
questions posed by families and collaborating agencies. Data for the National and
Local evaluation provided the source of data for secondary analysis for this
dissertation. Local evaluation questions were brought forward throughout the
conceptualization of the project. This study of implementation of strengths
assessment and wraparound practice constructs will be made available to the
evaluation team to further refine the implementation of the project goals and refine
the local evaluation.

Target Population/Sample for the Study
Consisting of the children and families with the most complex and enduring
needs, the target population represents the most severely needy 5% of the 8,000
children in Clackamas County with emotional disorders who may require mental
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health treatment and special education services. Based on national studies of the
incidence of serious disorders, the annual target population for intensive services
provided by the Partnership is estimated to be 400 children per year (U.S.
Department o f Health and Human Services, 1999). The children in the sample
represents about one-quarter of the population estimated in need of this level of
care. Children and families seeking assistance from Clackamas County public
agencies, through the Interagency Service Planning Committee, are the targeted
population for this initiative. This target population includes children and
adolescents with serious mental health concerns who need intensive treatment
services and are at risk of residential or hospital treatment, or who are returning to
the community from residential or hospital care. When a child is in substitute
care, every effort is made to include the biological parents in the service plan
(McCormack & Taylor, 1998).

Recruitment and Selection
Priority for inclusion in the program focused on the children with the most
serious mental health challenges and requiring intensive treatment services based
on criteria developed by the Partnership. Children with serious mental and
emotional disorders constitute a vulnerable population protected through integration
of clinical supervision throughout the service system, full inclusion of families, and
careful evaluation of outcomes. Children and families are referred from various
community agencies including Services to Children and Families (SCF), Juvenile
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Department, Oregon Youth Authority (OYA), schools, residential treatment
centers, hospitals and other community partners. The Interagency Treatment
Planning Committee (ITPC) serves as the initial access point for services. Child
and family teams are created and entry into the Partnership is initiated through the
ITPC meetings. Participation in the program is voluntary and only through the
consent of the parent or legal guardian. Recruitment occurs through program
announcements sent to all child serving agencies, school districts, and support and
advocacy groups, such as the Oregon Family Support Network.

Data Collection Procedures

The data were gathered via standardized interview protocols. Training was
provided for purposes of standardization, the local site evaluator and contracted
evaluation consultants from Portland State University assured consistency of data
collection methods through supervision of staff and evaluation associates, family
members hired to interview families. Training included explanations of
standardized instruments and their consistent use to collect data in an interview
format. For instance, the Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale (BERS) was
discussed to describe its characteristics, why it was used, and how it would be
helpful in the provision of services. With this knowledge, data collectors could, in
turn, discuss pertinent issues with families and include families in the evaluation.
Families often feel no connection to data collection and are often not given a clear
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sense of why they are providing information. This data collection method was
designed to reduce the problems related by families participating in the evaluation.
In the case of the Child and Adolescent Functional Assessment Scale
(CAFAS), care coordinators were trained and certified to test for their reliability as
raters by the federal evaluation contractor, MACRO International. In addition to
specific training on the instruments and procedures for completing them, data
collectors were also trained to establish a safe and comfortable setting for
collecting information. Children and families were assured of confidentiality, and
were also assured that they could stop participating in the evaluation at any time
and continue to receive services (see Appendix A).

Instrumentation

Instruments used for the Local and National evaluation were prescribed by
MACRO and approved by the federal Center for Mental Health Services for all
sites funded in the 1997 and 1998 grant cycles. MACRO is the federal contractor
for the national evaluation and the instruments used to collect standardized
information across all participating sites have been approved by the federal Office
of Management and Budget and IRB approval of the Center for Mental Health
Services. The instruments used in this study were selected for secondary analysis
to address the aims of this dissertation focusing on the assessment of strengths.
For the purpose of exploring strengths assessment from the perspective of
both the family and care coordinator, a dual administration of the BERS instrument
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was included in the local evaluation protocol. The BERS is completed by the
primary care coordinator within the first 30 days of enrollment in the program.
The family ratings were collected independently by the evaluation associate, also in
the first 30 days of enrollment. The raw data entry and scoring of the BERS was
completed by the evaluation team and the dual raters did not have access or
knowledge of the scores at the time of completing their rating.

Descriptive Information Questionnaire (DIO)
The DIQ contains 37 items that describe the child and family and includes
demographic information, risk factors, family composition, physical custody of the
child, referral source, child’s mental health service use history, and child’s
presenting problem. Data collected with the DIQ were utilized to provide
descriptive data and predictor variables. The DIQ contains no subscales, and no
tabulation or scoring conventions apply to the DIQ (Center for Mental Health
Services, 1999).
The DIQ data provides comparison data for children and families being
served in the project site with other projects funded by the Center for Mental
Health Services. MACRO has reported baseline DIQ data on 5,262 children
(Center for Mental Health Services, 2002).

Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL)
The CBCL is collected by the family evaluation associate within the first 30
days o f enrollment through an interview process. The CBCL gathers information
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from the parent or caregiver about the child’s symptoms and problems and the
interviewer is trained to collect all data in a supportive manner, as families can be
stressed with the volume of data requested. For this reason the evaluation data
were collected at a place and time most convenient to the family member, at their
home or at the Partnership office.
The CBCL was designed to provide a standardized measure of behavior
problems of children ages 4 through 18. The CBCL has been widely used in
mental health services research, as well as for clinical purposes. The checklist is a
caregiver report of social competence and behavior and emotional problems. It
consists of 17 social competence items and 113 behavior problem items. The
social competence section collects information related to involvement in
organizations, sports, peer relations, and school performance. The behavior
problem section documents the presence of symptoms. The CBCL provides scale
scores on a number of empirically derived factors (Achenbach, 1991). The CBCL
assesses children’s symptoms on a continuum and provides two broad band (i.e.,
internalizing and externalizing) syndrome scores and 12 narrow band syndrome
scores (e.g., attention problems, depressive mood, conduct problems). A Total
Problem score is also generated.
Reliability and validity. Achenbach (1991) has reported information
regarding internal consistency, test-retest reliability, construct validity, and
criterion-related validity. Good internal consistency was found for the
Internalizing, Externalizing, and Total Problems scales (alpha >_ .82). The CBCL
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demonstrated good test-retest reliability after seven days (Pearson r at or above .87
for all scales). The instrument has been normed on a proportionally representative
sample of children across income and racial/ethnic groups. Racial/ethnic
differences in total and subscale scores of the CBCL disappeared when controlling
for socioeconomic status (SES), suggesting a lack of instrument bias related to
racial/ethnic differences.
Child and Adolescent Functional Assessment Scale (CAFAS)
The approved evaluation protocol for this project specified the CAFAS was
to be completed by the primary therapist/care coordinator within the first 30 days
of enrollment based on the data provided by referral sources and the care
coordinators enrollment interview with the child and family. The CAFAS is a
functional assessment tool anchored by behavioral descriptions completed by a
trained rater. The CAFAS is a required assessment tool for all children served in
intensive programs in the State of Oregon, including residential and day treatment
settings. For this reason and to provide multiple perspectives of individual needs
assessment for this study, the CAFAS was completed by the therapist/care
coordinator, though an interview protocol exists to gather and rate this data from a
parent interview.
The CAFAS is a widely used instrument that assesses the degree to which a
child’s emotional, behavioral, or substance abuse disorder is disruptive to his or
her functioning in each of several psychosocial domains. The CAFAS can be
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completed by a clinician who is working with the child or by a lay interviewer,
who uses information obtained through a structured interview.
Reliability and validity. Good inter-rater reliability has been found among a
variety of raters including mental health intake workers, providers, lay raters, and
graduate students. In a recent study, Hodges and Wong (1996) reported that the
most behaviorally oriented scales had the highest reliability, with correlations for
the total CAFAS score ranging from .92 to .96 across four different samples.
Intra-class correlations for total scores ranged from .84 to .89. Adequate testretest reliability has also been reported (Cross & McDonald, 1995).
A variety of studies (e.g., Hodges, Lambert, & Summer felt, 1994)
demonstrated the construct, concurrent and discriminant validity of the CAFAS
when used with child clinical samples. Correlations between the CAFAS and other
measures of emotional and behavioral problems (e.g.. Child Assessment Schedule,
the Child Behavior Checklist) were significant and suggest good construct validity.
Analyses conducted on data from the evaluation of CMHS-funded demonstration
projects found expected relationships between the CAFAS Total Score and the
number and type of services used, amount of services used, and cost of services
within a system of care (Hodges, Doucette, & Liao, 1999). An earlier study found
the CAFAS to be a better predictor of service use (e.g., restrictiveness of
placement setting, residential versus nonresidential placements, types and costs of
services received over time) than other psychological measures (Summerfelt,
1994). In addition, the CAFAS differentiated between clinical and non-clinical
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groups as effectively as the Global Level of Functioning and Global Assessment of
Functioning Scale, but did not require a clinician to administer. Logistic
regression analyses revealed that youth with higher CAFAS scores were more
likely to have difficulties in school, problems with the law, and poor social
relationships (Hodges & Wong, 1996).

Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale (BERS)
A primary aim of this study is to assess the adoption of a strengths
perspective by the family and primary therapist/care coordinator and to explore the
concordance of these ratings of strengths in five domains. As recommended by
researchers interested in assessing child behaviors and strengths, multiple
perspectives is important to obtain a broader sampling of children’s behaviors and
strengths across settings (Achenbach, 1993; Epstein, 1999b).
The BERS identifies the emotional and behavioral strengths of children
through 52 items (Epstein & Sharma, 1998). Epstein and Sharma described
strengths-based assessment as measurement of those emotional and behavioral
skills, competencies, and characteristics that create a sense of personal
accomplishment; contribute to satisfying relationships with family members, peers,
and adults; enhance one’s ability to deal with adversity and stress; and promote
one’s personal, social, and academic development. The BERS is designed to be
completed by caregivers or professionals (i.e., teachers or therapists) to rate the
behaviors of children ages 5 to 18.
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Reliability and validity. The BERS has demonstrated test-retest reliability,
inter-rater reliability, and internal consistency (Epstein, Hamiss, Pearson, &
Ryser, in press). Test-retest reliability coefficients for the BERS subscales ranged
from .85 to .99 with a 10-day interval between the two ratings. Inter-rater
reliability was tested using a sample of 96 students with emotional and behavioral
disorders who were rated by their special education teachers. Cronbach's alpha
coefficients for the scales were .83 or above.
To establish content validity, Epstein and Sharma (1998) conducted an
extensive literature search, and asked key professionals in the field to submit,
categorize, and rank order items based on their relevance to child strengths. Item
discrimination and factor analysis were then used to validate the measure and
eliminate superfluous items. Five key factors emerged forming the subscales. The
BERS was then normed on two national samples: children who did not have
emotional and behavioral disorders (n = 2,176) and children with such disorders
(n = 861).
Subscales. The BERS contains the following five empirically-derived
subscales: (a) Interpersonal Strength refers to a child’s ability to control his/her
emotions or behaviors in social situations, (b) Family Involvement assesses a
child’s participation in and relationship with his/her family, (c) Intrapersonal
Strength examines a child’s view of his/her competence and accomplishments, (d)
School Functioning assesses a child’s competence in school and classroom tasks,
and (e) Affective Strength captures a child’s ability to accept affection from others
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and express feelings toward others. A total strengths score can also be calculated
and compared to national samples for both a normal population, as well as children
with serious emotional disturbances.
As the BERS is a recently released instrument, there is a limited body of
research in its use in outcome evaluation. Some studies have used the BERS to
evaluate and predict specific disorders in children (Ogilvie, 2000); evaluate
consistency o f reporting of strengths by teachers and parents (Friedman, Leone, &
Friedman, 1999) and describe functional improvements (Center for Mental Health
Services, 1999). The BERS is standardized, norm-referenced from a strengthsbased scale that may be used to develop treatment plans, educational plans, or to
assess treatment outcomes. The BERS was used in this study to evaluate the
assessment of strengths by both the professional and the family, and to determine
the extent of agreement on the child’s strengths as measured by BERS across the
domains noted above.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

For the standardized measures used in this study, scores were computed
according to the testing manuals and cleaned, entered, and checked for accuracy in
the local and national evaluation database by the evaluation staff of the Partnership
project. The evaluation staff at Portland State University exported the data from
the MACRO data table to an SPSS (1996) program file and developed syntax to
score the BERS total score and subscale scores. The scored values for the
Descriptive Information Questionnaire (DIQ), BERS, and CAFAS were also
exported to an SPSS file for this study.
To conduct the secondary analysis of the baseline data, the ratings on the
Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale (BERS), Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL)
and Child and Adolescent Functional Assessment Scale (CAFAS) were examined
for completeness. Cases with incomplete data in the BERS, CAFAS, or CBCL
scales were not included in the sample for this analysis. There were initially 116
cases with baseline data available for analysis. Missing data were problematic for
the BERS scales as the planned analysis required data from each of the five
subscales. For subscales missing one or two items, the mean score for that
subscale was substituted as described in the BERS manual (Epstein & Sharma,
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1998). For subscales with more than two missing items, the subscale score was
deemed invalid and that case was eliminated from the analysis. The cases
eliminated through this process resulted in a final study sample of N = 85 children
for whom all baseline data were complete and who were enrolled in services from
January 1999 through February 2002. There were 19 cases excluded from the
final sample because of missing data in the BERS subscales, with 17 of those
eliminated because of missing data in the School Functioning subscale of the
BERS.
The sample for the secondary analysis was limited to those cases with
baseline data with complete descriptive data and standard scores, total scores, and
subscale scores for the BERS completed within the baseline assessment period by
two raters, a parent and a professional assigned as a care coordinator. The 85
cases with complete baseline data from two raters on four instruments comprised
73% of the initial sample of children and families for whom baseline data were
collected. These data were imported as variables into the Statistical Package for
Social Science (SPSS, 1996) specific to this study in a combined data file
containing the scores for the CAFAS, CBCL, and DIQ and the file containing the
BERS scores from the parent and care coordinator. The mean scores on the CBCL
and CAFAS for all cases with baseline data (N = 116) were compared with the
study sample to determine that the study sample was comparable to the total served
at baseline. The CBCL total problem score for baseline group was (M = 73.61,
SD = 7.96) compared to the final study sample (M — 74.17, SD = 7.59). The
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CAFAS score was 96.67 (SD = 44.49) for the total baseline sample and 95.13 (SD
= 46.00) for the study sample. An analysis of these scaled scores and review of
descriptive data determined the study sample was representative of the group of
children and families served by the Partnership, and was not statistically different
from the initial study sample, r(82) = .668, p = .51, based on CBCL total score,
and /(76) = -.292, p = .771, based on CAFAS score.

Child and Family Characteristics

The descriptive data and baseline scores were also compared with the
national evaluation data for the purpose of comparing the Clackamas sample to the
larger sample of children and families served across service sites funded by the
Center for Mental Health Services. Descriptive statistics were used to characterize
the population being served, compare them with a national sample, and to describe
antecedent variables. Child characteristics at baseline included age, gender, family
history, severity of problems, referral source, and functional level.
Descriptive characteristics of the children and their families are reported in
Table 1 and compared to the National sample data provided by MACRO (Center
for Mental Health Services, 2002). The Clackamas baseline data (N = 85) was
compared to the baseline data from a national sample of youth served through
projects funded by the Center for Mental Health Services (N = 5,262). All
projects provided community-based services to a comparable target population children with serious emotional and behavioral disorders in need of intensive
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services beyond usual and customary outpatient treatment. Eligibility for services
was limited to children assessed as having a serious emotional disorder and in need
of services from two or more mental health, educational or social services
organizations to meet multiple needs. Due to diversity of local projects and goals,
there was variability among the target populations being served in relationship to
income, ethnicity, and personal and family history, though children and families in
the Clackamas sample had much in common with youth and families being served
in other communities. These descriptive statistics compare the Clackamas sample
to aggegrated data from 63 sites which included some projects focused on
communities with a high representation of children of color, including several
projects serving primarily Indian children. There is an appreciable difference in
racial and ethnic backgrounds, with the Clackamas sample comprising 90% of
Euro-American (reported as White) compared to 58% of the national sample. The
difference derives primarily from the underrepresentation of African-American
(reported as Black) in the Clackamas sample reported as 1.2%, compared to 22%
of the national sample. Native Americans comprised 3.6% of the Clackamas
sample compared to 12.4% of the national sample. The Clackamas sample does
reflect the racial and ethnic composition of the target community and the program
was serving children of color and families in poverty at a higher rate than their
occurrence in the general population of Clackamas County.
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Table 1
Child and Family Characteristics

Child Characteristics

Male
Female
Age
Race
Native American or Alaskan
Asian
Black
Pacific Islander
White
Other
O f Hispanic Origin
Yes
Mexican
Puerto Rican
Cuban
Dominican
Central American
South American
Other Hispanic
No

Study Sample %
Clackamas Partnership
(JV = 85)

National Sample %
CMHS Grant
Communities
(N = 5.262)

71.8
28.2
12.9

68.0
32.0
12.3

3.6
1.2
1.2
0.0
90.4
3.6

12.4
0.6
22.0
0.6
58.1
9.5

7.1
80.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
20.0
0.0
92.9

11.3
64.9
16.3
2.5
2.4
2.5
1.8
9.6
88.7

Descriptive statistics regarding families in the study population generally
reflect the national sample in terms of their living environment, but differ in the
history o f the biological family as shown in Table 2. The study sample has a
higher representation of single father families, adoptive parents and wards of the
state. The histories of the children in the Clackamas sample appreciably exceed
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statistics reported in the national sample in the level of exposure to family
violence, mental illness, psychiatric hospitalization of a parent, law violations, and
substance abuse.
Table 2
Family Characteristics and Family Risk Factors

Study Sample %
(V = 85)

National Sample %
(N = 5,262)

Familv Characteristics
Two biological Parents
Biological Mother only
Biological Father only
Adoptive Parents
Foster Parents/State Wardship
Siblings
Aunt and/or Uncle
Grandparents
Friend(s)
Other

20.2
35.7
10.7
8.2
14.3
0.0
2.4
6.0
0.0
2.4

25.7
45.0
4.3
3.4
9.8
0.4
2.0
5.6
0.1
3.6

Familv Risk Factors
Family Violence
Mental Illness
Psychiatric Hospitalization
Convicted of Crime
Substance Abuse
Income below $15,000

70.9
77.2
48.4
58.7
81.0
43.0

48.2
49.8
30.2
46.1
66.0
49.0

As can be seen in Table 3, the service history of children included in the
study sample appreciably exceeds the national sample with regard to previous
services received, with higher rates of mental health services and higher levels of
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Table 3
Child History and Health Status

Study Sample %

National Sample %

Child Historv and Health Status Intake Referral Information
Corrections
11.8
Court
3.5
Schools
15.3
Mental Health
40.0
Physical Health
0.0
Child Welfare
15.3
Substance Abuse Clinic
0.0
Caregiver
1.2
Self
0.0
Other
12.9

12.9
8.9
18.5
25.1
1.6
12.7
0.2
9.1
1.5
9.7

Previous Services
Outpatient Services
School-based Services
Day Treatment
Residential Treatment
Alcohol/Drug Treatment

85.7
83.3
26.5
44.0
15.5

64.1
53.3
13.3
26.8
13.3

Child Historv
Previous Psych Hospitalization
Physically Abused
Sexually Abused
Runaway
Suicide Attempts
Substance Abuse
Sexually Abusive

51.2
51.3
40.5
53.0
24.4
22.6
16.7

25.5
27.3
20.7
35.0
14.9
24.6
7.4

Child Health Status
Medication for Physical Problems
Medication for Emotional/Behavioral
Eligible for Medicaid

36.5
82.4
40.5

not reported
not reported
not reported
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care, such as residential and day treatment services prior to referral to the
Partnership project. The personal history of children served at the study site has
approximately twice the incidence of psychiatric hospitalization, physical abuse and
sexual abuse compared with the national sample. Though not reported for the
national population, it should be noted that a majority of the Clackamas population
have received medication for emotional and behavioral problems.
The severity of behavioral and emotional disorders of the children served in
the Clackamas project is comparable to the national population based upon the
reported standardized scores of problems and functioning levels and equivalent
scores on the overall strength quotient, as seen in Table 4. The total BERS score
for this comparison is based on standardized scores for the normal population
(NEBD score), the norms used for the MACRO study reported in the national
sample scores below.

Table 4
Scores on Standardized Instruments at Admission

Study Sample
M
SD
CAFAS
CBCL
BERS (NEBD scoring)
Parent
Therapist

National Sample
M
SD

95.13
74.17

46
7.6

106.4
70

NR
NR

84.35
78.82

12.4
12.6

85.9
NR

NR
NR

NR = not reported in MACRO 4/2002 Data
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Identification of Strengths
Research Question 1: Are there differences between families’ and
professionals’ assessments of strengths and national norms for children with serious
emotional disturbances?
Descriptive statistics of mean scores on the five subscales of the BERS were
analyzed: Family Involvement (FI), Interpersonal Strength (IS), Intrapersonal
Strength (IaS), School Functioning (SF) and Affective Strength (AS). Percentile
scores were determined for the means of each subscale by comparison to the norms
provided by Epstein and Sharma (1998) for children with emotional and behavioral
disorders. Alpha coefficients have been calculated and reported for the study
sample and these are comparable to alphas from the normative data from a national
sample reported by Epstein and Sharma (see Table S).
When compared to the norms provided by Epstein and Sharma (1998) for
children with emotional and behavioral disorders, the parent ratings of children’s
strengths were generally above the 50lh percentile, ranging from the 50* to 75*
percentile. Parent ratings were at the 75% percentile in the Affective Strength
(AS) subscale and above the 60* percentile in the subscales o f Family Involvement
(FI), Intrapersonal Strength (IaS) and School Functioning (SF). The therapists’
ratings were consistently lower than the parents’ ratings across four o f the five
subscales, based on percentile values for children with serious emotional disorders.
Internal consistency (Alpha) of the individual subscales was computed for parents
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and therapists in the sample and is consistent with the normative data, ranging
from .78 to .94 for both parents and therapists, indicating a high level of internal
consistency of the subscales.

Table 5
Mean Scores of Parent and Therapist Standard BERS Subscale Scores

Studv SamDle

Subscale

National Samnle
Percentile
Scores from
National
Norms
Alpha

M

SD

Parent Respondent
Interpersonal Strength (IS)
Family Involvement (FI)
Intrapersonal Strength (IaS)
School Functioning (SF)
Affective Strength (AS)
Total BERS score

10.31
11.26
11.32
10.06
11.72
106.14

3.12
2.78
3.00
2.98
3.11
16.53

.92
.82
.84
.85
.81

50
63
63
50
75

.92
.89
.85
.85
.84

Therapist Respondent Interpersonal Strength (IS)
Family Involvement (FI)
Intrapersonal Strength (IaS)
School Functioning (SF)
Affective Strength (AS)
Total BERS Score

9.68
10.67
9.93
9.84
10.05
100.06

3.01
2.94
2.96
2.81
2.79
15.94

.94
.83
.88
.78
.84

50
58
50
50
50

.92
.89
.85
.85
.84

Alpha

Note: Higher Scores represent higher ratings of strengths.
N = 85, Normative mean = 10; SD = 3.
Percentile compared to EBD Sample N = 861 as reported by Epstein and Sharma (1998).

Agreement on Ratings of Strengths
Research Question 2: Is there agreement in BERS subscale ratings by
parents and professionals regarding strengths of the child across multiple domains?
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Parents’ and therapists’ ratings of strengths across the domains as measured
by the BERS were analyzed for strength and direction of the concordance. This
analysis follows previous studies (Friedman, Leone, & Friedman, 1999; Harniss,
Epstein, Ryser, & Pearson, 1999) that suggested expanding the use of the BERS
with multiple informants. Strong relationships have been found in previous
research in some but not all the strengths domains. The analysis explores the
specific question of concordance between therapist and parent concerning the
child’s strengths. The ratings were obtained during the assessment and data
collection period within the first 30 days of enrollment.
Concordance was analyzed using Pearson’s product-moment correlation
coefficient as can be seen in Table 6. Cohen’s (1988) criteria designate
correlations above .5 as indicators of medium correlation. Lack of agreement in
rating across domains was expected between parents and therapists. Higher
concordance may be partially attributed to the therapists’ attention to the parents’
descriptions of the child’s strengths during the assessment period as therapist raters
had limited opportunities for direct observation of the child.
The coefficient values on the diagonal measure the relationships between the
parent and care coordinator on the same subscale of the BERS. Three of the five
subscales approach or exceed a correlation of .50 indicating above moderate
agreement between parents and service providers. A higher level of agreement
between parents and therapists was seen in the subscales of Family Involvement
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and School Functioning with a moderate level of correlation in the subscales for
Interpersonal Strength, Intrapersonal Strength, and Affective Strength.

Table 6
Concordance Among the Five BERS Subscales for Parent and Therapist

Parents

Therapists
IS
FI
IaS
SF
AS

IS

FI

IaS

SF

AS

.456**
392**
.351**
.287**
.410**

.377**
.562**
.400**
.202
.467**

.281**
.305**
.329**
.026
.329**

.305**
.278*
.164
.637**
.245*

.341**
.465**
.251*
.105
.416**

FI = Family Involvement; IS = Interpersonal Strength; laS = Intrapersonal
Strength; SF = School Functioning; AS = Affective Strength.
*p < .05 **p < .001.

The concordance between parents’ and therapists’ ratings on the same
subscale of the BERS, as seen in Table 6, do appear to be substantially greater
than for other combinations of subscales, supporting the validity of the subscales as
reported by Epstein and Sharma (1998). Concordance of the subscale scores on
ratings by parents and therapists on the same subscale are as follows:
Interpersonal Strength (IS) .456; Family Involvement (FI) .562; Intrapersonal
Strength (IaS) .329; School Functioning (SF) .637; and Affective Strength (AS)
.416. These scores are reported on the diagonal of Table 6.
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Additional correlations are also reported in Table 6; these measure the
relationships across respondents and subscales. The correlations for care
coordinator ratings on different subscales is reported below the diagonal and
correlations for parent ratings on the same subscales above the diagonal. The
values in the correlation matrix range from .026 to .637. O f the 25 correlations in
this matrix 18 were statistically significant at the p < .001 level. Correlations
between subscales for the same group of raters range from . 105 to .465 with a
mean of .287 for the parents; and from .026 to .467 with a mean of .311 for the
therapists.
The lowest correlation between subscales for both therapists and parents
was the relationship between ratings on the School Functioning (SF) and
Intrapersonal Strength (IaS) subscales. The parents’ correlation between the SF
and IaS subscales was . 164 and the therapists’ correlation between these subscales
was .026.
Differences on Strengths Ratines
Research Question 3: What are the differences between families’ and
professionals’ ratings of strengths across the domains measured by the BERS?
A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to examine
differences in mean standard strength scores, primarily to examine rater by
subscale interactions. A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted using the
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BERS subscale scores to determine Rater, Scale, and Rater X Scale Interactions, as
shown in Table 7.
Table 7
Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance of BERS Subscale Scores

Source

df

MS

F

P

Between Subiects
Rater (R)

1

171.67

Error (R)

84

13.89

Scale (S)

4

39.84

Error (S)

336

5.31

4

15.54

336

2.24

12.36

.001

7.49

.000

6.93

.000

Within Subjects

RxS
Error (R x S)

There was significant main effect due to Rater [F (l, 84) = 12.36, p =
.001] across all scales. Parent raters had significantly higher ratings of strengths
compared to therapists on all scales. Scale main effects were significant [F(4, 336)
= 7.49, p = .000] supporting the discriminant validity of the subscales. The
mean scores of Family Involvement (FI) and Affective Strengths (AS) generally
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were the highest o f the overall combined ratings and the School Functioning
Subscale (SF) the lowest (see Figure 2).

Combined
Subscale Score

IS

FI

laS

SF

AS

Figure 2 . Scale main effects.

The Rater x Scale interaction effect was significant [F(4, 336) = 6.93, p ■
.000] (see Figure 3). The difference between therapists and parents was greatest
on the Intrapersonal Strength (IaS) and Affective Strength (AS) subscales. The
smallest difference was on the School Functioning (SF) subscale.

IParent
ITherapist

I I I I I

9 LI

IS

FI

laS

SF

AS

Figure 3. Rater by scale interaction effects.
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Post hoc pairwise comparisons were using the t test for independent means.
Parents’ and therapists’ scores on the same subscales, when compared, indicated a
significant difference on the Intrapersonal Strength (IaS) scores [Mean Difference
= 1.39, SD = 3.46, /(84) = 3.70, p = .000]. There was also a significant
difference on the Affective Strength (AS) scores between parents’ and therapists'
scores [Mean Difference = 1.67, SD = 3.20, r(84) = 4.80, p = .000].

There

was also a difference on the Family Involvement (FI) scale approaching
significance [Mean Difference = .59, SD = 2.68), /(84) = 2.02, p =.046],
These significant findings of difference on subscales ratings support the value of
multiple raters in assessing strengths and the importance of examining the rater by
subscale differences (see Table 8).
Table 8
BERS Subscale Score Mean Difference Between Parent and Therapist Ratings

Source

Mean
Difference

SD

t

P

Interpersonal (IS)

.62

3.20

1.79

.076

Family Involvement (FI)

.59

2.68

2.025

.046

1.39

3.46

3.70

.000

School Functioning (SF)

.22

2.47

.836

.406

Affective Strength (AS)

1.67

3.20

4.806

.000

Intrapersonal Strength (IaS)

NOTE: Mean difference compares mean scores on BERS Subscales from 85 pairs
at baseline data collection.
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Comparing Strengths and Deficits Ratings
Research Question 4 : What is the relationship between behavioral and
emotional strengths and functional impairment as reported by the therapist?
The correlation of scores between BERS and CAFAS (therapist ratings) was
studied to analyze the relationship between measurement of deficits and strengths
as reported by the therapist. The correlation between the total BERS and CAFAS
was Pearson’s r = -.609, p < .007. This significant correlation is in the expected
direction based on the inverse relationship of the BERS and CAFAS scales, with
higher BERS scores indicating more strengths and higher CAFAS scores indicating
more functional impairments. The relationship of strengths and deficit scores is
further explored in Question 7.
Research Question 5: What is the relationship between behavioral and
emotional strengths and behavior problems as reported by the parent?
The correlation between the BERS score from the parent and CBCL from
the parent is r = -.547, p < .048 reaching a statistically significant relationship.
This is in the expected direction since the BERS total score is higher based a
higher assessment of strengths, the inverse relative to the total behavior problem
score of the CBCL, also reported by the Parent. These relationships are further
explored in Question 7.
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Research Question 6 : What is the relationship between behavioral problems
as reported by the parent and the functional problems as reported by the therapist?
The association between assessments of behavioral problems (as reported by
the family) and functional assessment (as reported by the therapist) was explored to
probe the relationship between deficit-based assessments. The internalizing and
externalizing subscales of the CBCL and the subscale scores of the CAFAS were
also correlated using Pearson’s r to determine the relationship between assessment
of behavioral problems and functional assessments from the perspectives of the
families and the professionals.
The correlation of the total scores of the CBCL and CAFAS (r = .204) was
not significant. Subscale score correlations on the CAFAS and CBCL are reported
in Table 9. The externalizing and internalizing scales of the CBCL were tested for
association with the total CAFAS and the subscales of the CAFAS. No significant
correlations were seen between CBCL Internalizing subscale and the subscales of
the CAFAS. Correlations between the CBCL Externalizing subscale and the
Home/Community (r = .323, p < .01); Behavior Toward Others (r = .364, p <
.01) and the School/Work subscales of the CAFAS (r = .256, p < .05) were
significant.
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Table 9

Correlations Between Child Behavioral Checklist (CBCL) Scores and Child and
Adolescent Functional Assessment Scale (CAFAS) Scores

_______ CBCL Subscales______
Internalizing
Externalizing

CAFAS Scores
Total CAFAS Score

.097

.249*

1. Mood/ Emotions

.216

.169

2. Self-Harm

.048

-.007

3. Thinking

.013

.084

4. Home Role

.079

.323**

5. Behavior

.174

.364**

6. Substance Use

.088

.128

7. School/Work

.090

.256**

CAFAS Subscales

8. Community Role

-.161

-.061

NOTE: CBCL scores reported by the parent and CAFAS scores reported by
therapist at baseline. N = 73 pairs; * p < .05; ** p < .001

Relationship of Child Characteristics and Assessed Strengths
Research Question 7 : What are the relationships between recognition of
strengths and child characteristics?
Multiple regression analysis, as seen in Table 10, was used to explore the
relationships between predictor variables (age, gender, and severity as measured by
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CBCL and CAFAS scores) and the dependent variable, assessed strengths (BERS).
The total numerical values (raw scores) of the BERS were used for this analysis, as
the standardized BERS scores are adjusted for gender differences. Prior to this
analysis, scatterplots were examined to determine if the relationship appeared linear
or curvilinear indicating a more complex interaction between assessment of
strengths and deficits. The scatterplot analysis revealed generally negative but
linear relationships between the strengths and deficit scores.
Severity of problems as reported by the parent and functioning as reported
by the therapist were used in the separate regression models analyzing the
relationships with assessed strengths by that group of raters. In the first regression
model, parent problem scores (CBCL externalizing score) were a significant
predictor of strengths scores (Coefficient Beta = -.62, p < .000). In the second
model therapist CAFAS scores were predictive of strengths scores (Coefficient
Beta = -.60, p < .000). Therapist strengths scores were predicted by gender
(Coefficient Beta = .18, p < .05) at a level approaching significance. Using the
regression procedure, neither gender nor age was predictive of higher strengths
scores by parents.
A third model analyzed CAFAS subscale scores. In this model the home
subscale of the CAFAS was predictive of therapist strengths score (Coefficient Beta
= -.47, p < .000) with no other CAFAS subscale or child’s characteristics being
significant predictors o f the strengths score.
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Table 10

Summary of Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Strengths Scores

Variable

R2

Beta

Prediction of Parents’ BERS raw score from Child Characteristics and CBCL
Subscales:
Model 1
Externalizing CBCL
Internalizing CBCL
Child’s Gender
Child’s Age

.44**
-.62**
-.04
-.11
.01

Prediction of TheraDists’ BERS raw score from Child Characteristics and CAFAS
Total Score:
Model 2
CAFAS Total
Child’s Gender
Child’s Age

.39**
-.60**
.18*
.13

Prediction of Theraoists’ BERS raw score from Child Characteristics and CAFAS
Subscale Scores:
Model 3
Home
Community
Moods/Emotions
Substance Abuse
School/Work
Child’s Gender
Thinking Scale
Child’s Age
Self-Harm Behavior
Behavior

.55**
•

* p < .05; ** p < .001
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-.47**
-.18
-.13
-.09
-.08
.13
-.06
-.06
-.15
-.24

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

The findings support the primary aim of this study, to explore the
assessment of strengths by multiple raters. The results verify that family members
do identify and recognize strengths of their children at a higher level than
therapists using the same assessment instrument. The second aim, exploring
family involvement in assessment, is supported by findings of significant levels of
correlation between families and professionals on strengths subscales and on
specific subscales of instruments assessing behavior problems. Exploration of
areas of difference on assessments across specific subscales of strengths and
deficits measurements reveals statistically significant differences in patterns of
strengths between family members and professionals revealing an important
difference by rater in the assessment of children’s strengths in the intrapersonal and
affective domains.
Support for the conclusions is presented through a review o f the research
aims and research questions. Limitations of the study affecting the conclusions are
discussed. Theoretical implications of the findings, suggestions for further
research, and implications for practice are presented.
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A conceptual model was proposed and two practice constructs were
investigated: assessments of strengths and participation of the family in
assessment. These practice constructs were defined, measured and descriptive and
inferential statistics were used to explore some of the constructs in the conceptual
practice model and refine its implementation. This study explores these practice
constructs through analysis of data collected at enrollment from both the parent and
professional. Investigation of a conceptual practice model, as recommended by
Hernandez and Hodges (2000), provides a basis for an ongoing analysis of the
logic of the proposed model of practice.
The analyses of measurements of strengths and problems from multiple
perspectives supports including parent voice in assessment of their children. Using
empirically tested instruments as a method for increasing participation of parents
during the assessment period was investigated. The results support that parents
bring unique information to the assessment process. These findings suggest the
utility of using the BERS instrument in combination with deficit-based measures to
provide the additional perspectives provided by multiple raters. The findings
support the utility of examining both concordance and difference in the analysis of
scores on the subscales of the BERS, CAFAS and CBCL. Gathering and reporting
subscale scores on these measures can enhance shared communication in
assessment and treatment planning and provide a richer source for discourse about
the needs of the child. Often measurements used in program evaluation are not
routinely integrated in the day to day work of the clinician nor shared with the
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family and child. Sharing assessment data in this manner can facilitate
communication about strengths, needs, and improvements and enhance participation
of both the youth and their family in recognizing strengths and progress. This
study provides a data revealing the relationship between supporting the utility of
comparing perspectives to increase family and youth participation in both
assessment and planning.
Identification of Strengths

Differences were seen between families and professionals in assessing
strengths both in comparison to the national norms and in relation to each other.
Parents consistently reported a higher level of strengths across all domains. The
application of this strengths perspective in children was supported by the use of the
strengths-assessment instrument, the Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale
(BERS; Epstein & Sharma, 1998) employed in this study. According to Epstein
and Sharma, strengths-based assessment involves
the measurement of those emotional and behavioral skills,
competencies, and characteristics that; (a) create a sense of personal
accomplishment; (b) contribute to satisfying relationships with family
members, peers, and adults; (c) enhance the ability to deal with
adversity and stress; and (d) promote personal, social and academic
development, (p. 3)
The BERS was developed to measure the strengths that all children possess and
with the assumption that children can be motivated by the manner in which
significant adults respond to them. This study investigates the use of a strengths
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assessment involving both the family and professional using the BERS scale.
When adults emphasize strengths, this may lead to more active engagement in
appropriate activities and pro-social behaviors on the part of children or youth.
These results support the importance of the multiple perspectives in assessing these
strengths, as parent and professionals bring significantly different perspectives.
A strengths perspective shared by parents and professionals serves to instill
hope and create a context for the family and community to sustain that hope for
positive outcomes (Modrcin, 1999). Adoption of a strengths perspective studied
with adults can inform practice for children and families. A strengths perspective
was found to improve outcomes for adults with serious mental disorders. Services
focusing on strengths rather than pathology, use of flexible resources beyond
traditional mental health services and fostering a creative atmosphere between
clients and providers through training and supervision were associated with positive
outcomes (Modrcin, 1988). Identification of strengths and the full involvement of
the youth and their family in developing a plan of care are viewed as critical
variables to success of a wraparound plan for children and adolescents (Franz,
2000). The results of this study extend these observations and research findings.
Through the consistent use of the strengths measure, the opportunity for deeper
communication between families and professionals about observed strengths is
increased. Exploration of concordance and differences in assessments between
families and professionals supports open discourse and increases opportunities to
recognize and build on strengths of the child.
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Concordance of Family and Care Coordinator
Concordance of Strengths subscale scores was measured and explored by
analyzing parent and professional perspectives. The assessment o f the care
coordinator during the assessment period was informed both by parent report and
interaction with the child during the first 30 days of engagement. The level of
concordance in these scores can be partially attributed to the care coordinators
attending to the parents during the assessment period as the care coordinators have
less exposure to the child and therefore fewer opportunities to observe behaviors
compared to the parents. A moderate correlation was found between families and
professionals on the same BERS subscales indicating a level of agreement on the
strengths and assets of the child.
Sharing assessment data enacts an approach recommended by family
researchers and advocates in which the family’s input is sought and valued at all
levels. This practice enacts a paradigm shift from the traditional view of the
mental health professional as the expert, with power differentially weighted to the
professional and often denied to the family (DeChillo, Koren & Mezera, 1996;
McCammon, Spencer, & Friesen, 2001). The level of concordance at baseline
supports the assertion that families and professionals are interdependent in
completing assessments and planning care on behalf of children with SED and
listening is critical to developing genuine mutuality; moving from a traditional
stance of power and authority to one of mutual agreement, rapport and
effectiveness (Collins & Collins, 1990; Heflinger & Bickman, 1996). This study
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gives credence to the influence of parent perspective in assessment of both
strengths and problems. Utilizing empirical measures and reporting these scores
individually to families and through program level research may be a method to
include parental perspectives and increase family voice in a systematic manner.
The use of valid and reliable scores from parents provides a tool for
assuring parent input in the assessment and provides a baseline measure for
measuring progress over time through repeated measures. The use of measures
does not replace the need for increasing parental participation through other
methods at the program and systems levels, but does provide a useful and
verifiable method for assuring parent participation in assessment through consistent
use of measures completed by parents and sharing the data reciprocally.

Differences in Assessment of Strengths
Examination of discrepancies in ratings between parents and care
coordinators revealed significant differences in subscales related to Intrapersonal
Strengths, Affective Strengths and Family Involvement. While the difference in
the Family Involvement score may be accounted for by more observation time by
the parents, the difference in assessment of Intrapersonal Strengths and Affective
Strengths are significant findings. The findings support the importance of
incorporating the family’s perspective during the assessment period and not relying
on the professional as the expert on the affective domains. This finding was
different from an a priori expectation that care coordinators might identify more
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strengths in areas emphasized in professional training, such as in the affective
domains represented by the Affective Strengths and Intrapersonal Strengths
subscales. The results support assertions by family members that their input
should be heard and heeded, and challenges assumptions that professionals have
unique insight in the affective domains. The data provide an opportunity for both
professionals and parents to explore differences in perceptions to increase the level
of discourse about areas of agreement and difference and thereby support increased
participation of the family. Completing and sharing assessment data consistently
through accessible, efficient, and relevant tools can support both the helping
process and the need to verify outcomes.

Relationships to Strengths and Deficits Scores
Negative correlations between the traditional deficit measures and the
Strengths scales supports the utility of the overall total strengths quotient score.
Both parents’ and therapists’ deficit scores correlate negatively with the BERS. In
the regression models, the externalizing CBCL subscale predicted strengths with
significance and the internalizing subscale was not predictive of higher strengths.
The internalizing subscales of the CAFAS also did not predict higher strengths
indicating the CBCL or CAFAS subscales reflecting internalizing behaviors may
measure domains of behavior independent of perceived strengths. The strong
relationships of the strengths scores and externalizing subscales of the CBCL and
CAFAS suggest that it may be more difficult for parents and professionals to
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identify strengths in youth with higher levels of assessed behavior problems, or
that these youth exhibit fewer strengths. These relationships of problem scores and
identification of strengths need more study to examine the relationships of
externalizing behaviors and strengths assessment.

Relationship of Scores o f Problems and Strengths
In comparing parent and therapist scores on the CBCL and CAFAS, a high
degree of agreement was seen across the subscales of these instruments indicating
that the therapists were attending to the concerns of the parents at intake and had
similar assessments of the children independently. This analysis of CBCL and
CAFAS scores follows the study by Phillips (1999) which reported a high
correlation between the externalizing scale of the CBCL and the CAFAS
Home/Community subscales completed by foster parents and caseworkers and
support the utility of using the subscales of the CBCL and CAFAS to explore the
perspectives o f two raters using these instruments, though more study is needed on
the relationship of the subscales of these instruments.
Higher deficit scores, notably the Externalizing subscale of the CBCL and
the Home Scale of the CAFAS, were predictive of lower Strengths scores. Neither
gender nor age predicted a higher Strengths score by families, indicating that
gender did not influence the assessment of strengths in a systematic manner for
parents.
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In the regression analysis, the externalizing subscale of the CBCL was most
predictive of parents’ strengths scores. For therapists, the CAFAS Home Role
subscale had the most predictive value indicating therapists of children acting out
in the home environment systematically rate their strengths lower. Female gender
was a predictor of a higher strengths rating by therapists.

Limitations of the Study

The sample from the Clackamas Partnership was compared to a national
study of CMHS-funded demonstration sites around the country providing intensive
care coordination to children with serious emotional disorders and high needs. The
Findings showed the study sample, while comparable in age, gender and referral
sources had twice the rate of previous psychiatric hospitalization (51.2% to 25.5%
in the National sample) and much higher rates of history of abuse, runaways, and
suicide attempts. Ethnic and racial/minorities were underrepresented in Clackamas
compared to the national sample. The parents’ assessment of problems as
measured by the CBCL was higher than the national sample and the functional
impairment level as assessed by the therapists was lower than the national sample.
Though the samples were comparable on deficit and strengths scores, extension of
these results beyond the study sample are not statistically supported and the
findings should be interpreted as exploratory in nature.
Construct validation is useful in the interpretation of the findings, even
without a causal connection. The antecedents and processes associated with the
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constructs measured through this study were developed through definition of
constructs and the conceptual model. A description of the sample was conducted
to explore similarities in local and national samples. Caution is exercised in the
interpretation of these results beyond the population and treatment range actually
sampled, however, this analysis with its articulated and measurable constructs is
useful to establish a direction for future research and explores relationships among
practice constructs being studied (Cook, 1993). Further analysis of strengths and
deficit scores over time would increase our understanding of how perceptions of
strengths interact with the relationship of the rater with the child.
Limitations to generalizability of this study is the temporal dimension of
these baseline assessments conducted during the first two years of this project.
During this period, there was staff training and certification in the CAFAS
assessment initially, but rater drift may have occurred due to staff turnover. While
the data were generally provided in the first 30 days of engagement in services, the
amount and quality of staff contact with families and youth was not included in this
research. Variability of the quantity and quality of this participation may affect the
BERS scores provided by the care coordinators.
An independent measure of family participation was not included in this
study, though a survey of family empowerment and participation was collected for
the local evaluation of the project and could be considered for inclusion in future
research to assess the quality of participation by the family.
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Suggestions for Future Research

This dissertation strives to provide empirical support for use of strengthsbased assessment provided by both families and professionals. Researchers have
acknowledged difficulty in establishing controlled experiments on wraparound
practice methods and have recommended testing of clearly conceptualized impact
studies with an articulated logic model and verifiable descriptions of the
interventions (Friedman, 1997; Knapp, 1995). Individualized, family-focused, and
strengths-based interventions have gained support as service components, but have
been insufficiently tested (Lourie, Stroul, & Friedman, 1998).
Future research could include use of these instruments to assess change over
time and further examination of the concordance on these measures to determine if
changes in agreement or differences in scores may reflect increased involvement of
the family in treatment. Direct measurement of family participation could be
introduced to the analysis to determine if a relationship with family report of
participation and concordance of the assessments might be found. Analysis of
other relationships, such as diagnostic categories, is beyond the scope of this study,
but would be useful to explore patterns of strengths recognition between families
and professionals related to diagnostic categories or other measures of functioning.
Future research could explore alternate hypotheses regarding the
perspectives of the family and professional assessments of strengths with some
attempt to control to determine if the BERS objectively measures change over time
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or may be a reflection of changed perceptions of the family or professional.
During the engagement process, each participant influences the perceptions of
others. These alternative hypotheses could consider if strengths scores are higher
from families because they know them better of if therapists score lower because
they are more objective.
Efforts to provide services for children with SED in their own communities,
instead of institutional care, requires continued research to determine whether
positive outcomes are associated with the proposed practice model. Because the
services being provided are comprehensive, individualized, flexible, and strengthsbased, they are inherently more difficult to describe and evaluate (Friedman,
1997).
Implications for Practice

Implications of this research for social work practitioners are the findings
that families have important and unique information on their children - especially
in regards to strengths. This is an important finding supporting when considered
in the context of the serious behavior problems of these children and the challenges
faced by these families. In spite of these problems, families identify strengths in
areas not perceived by professionals.
This study provides empirical support for the validity of family perspective
and suggests that collecting and sharing data regarding strengths may be a method
to enhance engagement between families and professionals.
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For social work administrators, the implications of identifying strengths
through an instrument that can be completed by families provides a powerful tool
that can be easily introduced and implemented in a variety of settings.
Social work’s imperative to influence and reform systems calls for social
work practitioners and administrators to lead the way in introducing tools and
processes that emphasize strengths over pathology, disease and dysfunction. Social
work has a responsibility to support consumer and family participation as a right,
not a privilege bestowed upon worthy families. The evidence provided in this
study indicates all families have a unique contribution to provide to the assessment
of their children.
Critical to the success of services to children and families with the highest
needs is the precision of fit between the needs and the intervention provided. It is
expected that better outcomes result from a careful matching o f the child’s and
family’s strengths and needs with the level of services provided; this is a principle
of wraparound practice and of a genuine managed care practice model (Sabin,
1994). The most precise fit between needs and interventions should result in the
most efficient and effective care. Consequences of a mismatch between the
family’s needs and strengths and services provided can mean either over-serving or
under-serving the child, resulting in limited positive outcomes, unnecessary costs,
more restrictive placement than is optimal, and loss of confidence in the
effectiveness of future interventions (Sosna, 1999).
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Inclusion of families in assessment and treatment planning, focusing on
strengths and providing flexible and effective services and supports to children in
lieu of institutional care are critical principles to implement and sustain improved
practices in communities. These findings suggest the utility of including multi
informant measurement and communication about the findings into the day to day
practice of agencies and professionals providing services to children with the
highest needs.
Research reveals an essential point about implementing systems of care;
changes in the infrastructure of the system must be paralleled by changes in service
delivery practices. If change occurs in only one of these areas, the organization of
the system and its practices will not be integrated and instead, a new type of
fragmentation will occur between principles and actual practice. Bickman’s
(1996c) study of Stark County, Ohio points to a well-developed infrastructure, with
model interagency collaboration, that was apparently producing no positive clinical
outcomes. This lack of positive clinical outcomes seemed to be based on a service
delivery model that had not evolved along with the rest of the system—one that has
remained locked into a SO-minute outpatient therapy model. Verification of
implementation of desired practice constructs through empirical measurement is
introduced and supported by these results.
The wraparound approach is consistent with an ecological paradigm of
social work emphasizing the importance of material assistance, positive feedback,
emotional caring and social companionship as mediators or "buffers" to stress and
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potentiators o f coping abilities (Tracy & Whittaker, 1987). In this paradigm the
child is predicted to function best when the service system coordinates most
efficiently with the family system (Bums, Schoenwald, et al., 2000). Malysiak
(1998) emphasized the family acting as a decision-making participant in this
process of ecological strengths enhancement. Key to inclusion of families as
essential partners are individualized, intensive, culturally contextualized, and
flexible mental health and social services based on the needs, desires, and strengths
o f children and families. This more precise fit of services and supports contrasts
with the usual and customary approach of providing mental health and social
services for children with serious emotional disorders through existing service
options prescribed by funding streams and categorical eligibility. This study
verifies that family participation in assessment provides useful data about domains
of the child’s functioning and contributes to a strengths perspective.
The purpose of this study has been to advance research through the
articulation and measurement of key practice constructs of strengths identification
and family participation in assessment associated with positive outcomes but not
sufficiently tested. The importance of empirical validation of family participation
emphasized in recent literature on promising practices in children’s mental health
programs includes: (a) the need to define family-provider collaboration in
operational terms that can be empirically validated; (b) measurement of how
family-provider collaboration can impact proximal and distal outcomes for the
individual child as well as the system of care; and (c) assessment of the
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relationship o f family-provider collaboration to satisfaction, empowerment, and
ability to advocate for the child (Simpson, Koroloff, Friesen, & Gac, 1999).
Shared assessment and identification of strengths are some components of this
collaborative practice model that have been explored in this study.
Adopting a strengths perspective in Social Work practice has gained
increased attention as a practice principle. The perspective a professional brings to
interaction with a client or family has a profound impact. As compared to medical
sciences, social work and mental health interventions are highly influenced by the
perspective of the professional, traditionally driven by an expectation to uncover
pathology (Graybeal, 2001). In the transaction between families and professionals
there is a simultaneous and inseparable operation of the person-environment system
directly impacting the child. This formulation requires active participation by
family members in treatment planning and decision-making (Heflinger & Bickman,
1996).
The findings fulfill a primary aim of this study - to explore strengths-based
assessment from multiple perspectives. Comparing concordance and differences in
perceptions of parents and professionals fulfill the aim of exploring the unique
contributions of families in the assessment process. Identification of strengths and
building on these strengths through participation of the family are principles that
can improve practice and support community and home-based care for children
with serious emotional disorders.
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11/26*2001
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C o ntinuation report to r research involving hum an subjects: C lackam as C ounty Partnership
N ational O u tco m e E valuation

Attached are 10 copies o f the Continuation Report and accompanying consent forms for
the Clackamas County Partnership National Outcome Evaluation.
If you have any questions, or need more information, please contact me at 5-4166
(PSU). I am sabbatical leave this year, but the best place to leave a message is on
my PSU voice mail.
Thanks for your help.
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H om an Subjects R esearch Review C o m m ittee
C ontinuation R eport for R esearch Involving Hum an Subjects
Portland S tate University
The institutional Review Board (HSRRC) is required by Title 21. Code o f Federal Regulations (Tart
56.109) and Title 45, Code o f Federal Regulations (Fart 46.109) to conduct connnumg review o f ongoing
projects not less than once per year. Your assistance in meeting these federal requirements is
appreciated Please complete all required sections and submit required attachments—thank you.
Principal Investigator

Barbara Friesen. Ph D

E-Mail

friesenlvapdxcdu________

Co-Principal Investigator ____________________________ E-Mail_______________________
BclhLaiutjco clackamas. or.

Department

Social Work: RRI

E-Mail _us___________________
James Ward:
Dept. Head Nancy Koroloff

Mailing Address

Portland State University/RRJ

Campus Ext.

5-4166

P O Box 751, Portland. OR 97207-0751

Home/W ork#

503-625-0503

Other (ca. rnjnt Mp, ><>.)

Project Title

Beth Langhorst

Clackamas County Partnership National Outcome Evaluation____________

I certify that this report is accurate and that the research activities involving human subjects
were conducted as stated in the approved protocol. I will abide by the Federal and University
policies related to research involving human subjects.

SIGNATURE'OF PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR

DATE

S T E P I;
Project Funded?

Federal/Federal Pass-Through?
X Yes

x | Yes
No

No

Pending

Funding Agency Name
Clackamas County Partnership (contract with
PSU); grant funds from the Center for Mental
Health Services. Comprehensive Comtmnty
Mental Health Services for Children and their
Families Program. Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Adnunistratioa

S T E P 2 : Are all activities involving human subjects, data collection and analysis complete?
Data analysis was completed as of [Click to enter date] Do not proceed to

Step J. Submit only this page to the HSRRC.
Proceed to Step 3.
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STEP 3 :

In the space provided, please type a one-page summary o f the project, or attach the
summary as a separate document. The summary should both describe the project as it was
originally conceived and provide a detailed account o f its current status.

This study is an outcome evaluation of the Clackamas County Partnership project to create
comprehensive, family driven, culturally competent community-based services for children with serious
emotional disturbances. Agencies included in the Clackamas Partnership, a CMHS grantee as of
September 1998, are juvenile justice, child welfare, education, mental health, residential treatment
centers and private providers. Clackamas County Mental Health serves as the lead agency for the
initiative and has entered into a contract with the Regional Research Institute to conduct an evaluation of
the Partnership MACRO International, a consulting company located in Atlanta, Georgia, holds the
federal contract for implementation o f the national evaluation of all CMHS sites. This evaluation
consists o f instruments (see attached list) that allow for the collection of standardized information across
all participating sites, as required by congressional mandate and is authorized via federal law. Section
565 of the Public Health Service Act. The design and instrumentation for MACRO'S evaluation has
received federal OQicc of Management and Budget approval, CMHS (RB approval and MACRO IRB
approval. MACRO’S major responsibilities include the coordination and oversight for the
implementation of the national evaluation.
Data are collected locally by clinical and evaluation staff hired by Clackamas County Training and
oversight for data collection are the responsibility o f the Partnership Evaluation Team, lead by Barbara
Fncscn, Ph.D., Principal Investigator for the evaluation (PSU), Beth Langborst, Ph.D., site-based
evaluator, and Michael Taylor. M.S.W. Site Director (Clackamas Co Mental Health). Data are
electronically transmitted quarterly to MACRO for analysis. Results will subsequently be reported back
to the Partnership and also will be aggregated with data Bom the other grants so that it can be reported to
the Centers for Mental Health Services and to Congress. All data are housed at the project site.
Data elements for the local evaluation require collection of information from participating agencies
Managed Information Systems (MIS) and the inclusion o f an additional instrument—Family Participation
Survey—into the rotation of standardized instruments being used for the national evaluation. The
additional MIS data reflects data already collected by other agencies and will not alter families’
experiences with these agencies. The Family Participation Survey is collected Bom the entire consenting
population, following the same periodicity schedule as the rest of the national evaluation instrumentation.
Local analysis of the national evaluation data and data collected specifically for the local evaluation will
be analyzed by the principal investigator and other contracted support Bom PSU, as well as the site-based
evaluator. Results will be repotted to all local stakeholders (policy-makers, staff, families, and
community agencies).
All participating children and families provide information at enrollment in program services. The first
cohort—those who enter the study between 10/1/99 and 9/30/00—will be re-interviewed at six month
intervals to 36 months. Those children and families who comprise cohort two—entry into the study
between 10/1/00 and 9/30/01 will be re-interviewed at 6-momh intervals and will be followed to 30
months. Those children and families who comprise cohort 3—entry into services between 10/1/01 and
9/30/02—will be re-interviewed every 6 months and will be followed to 18 months Follow-up data will
be collected regardless of the service status o f the child.
We currently have 120 children and youth enrolled in the study and have completed fifty-four 6-month,
twenty-six 12-month and eleven 18-month interviews. We will enroll new participants through
September o f 2002. We have had ten families chose to stop participating in the study, primarily when
they moved or finished program services. None have withdrawn their consent for us to use the
information already collected. We have made one change in the consent process, separating the
agreement for certain measures to be put in the child’s clinical record Bom the consent to be in the
outcome study.
Page 2
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STEP 4:
1. Please attach a copy o f the current Consent Form/Script/Letter to this report even if it is
identical to a previously submitted one or already on tile with the HSRRC. Reports submitted
without this attachment will be considered incomplete and returned to the investigator.
2. Are you still using Consent Forms/Scripts/Letters with subjects?
X Yes

No
3.

Do you wish to submit any changes to the Consent Form/Script/Letter for approval during
this Continuing Review7
Please attach the new version to this report with changes highlighted in bold.
No

S T E P 5 : If more space is required for explanations, please attach a separate document.
I.

Please check one:
X Data collection will continue
Data collection is complete and the data is being analyzed

P lt’tse write in space provided below:

2.

How many subjects were originally planned for inclusion in this study? 270

3.

How many subjects have been enrolled so far?

120

4.

How many subjects do you still plan to recruit?

100

5.

Have any subjects withdrawn from participating in the researchproject after giving informed
consent? (If yes, indicate the number o f subjects who have withdrawn and the reasons.)
10
:
Please write in space provided below:
None asked to withdraw information already provided.
Moved to another area o f the state or out o f state (S)
Did not wish to continue with outcome study after finishing with program (4)
Never engaged in program services (I)

X

□

No

Page 3
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6.

Have you withdrawn any subjects from the research project after they gave informed
consent? (If yes, indicate the number o f subjects whom you have withdrawn and the reasons.)
|

| ffcii

§:

R ja S a a

Please -write in space provided below:

[~x| No
7.

Have there been any complaints about the research? (If yes, please explain.)
| \| ga

S S 3 3 : Please write in space provided below:
A few participants have complained about the length o f the interview, but none
have refused to complete it. This is a national evaluation; we have little control
over the length o f the interview, but have engaged in a number o f accommoda
tions, including splitting the interview into 2 sessions, to address participants’ (and
our) concerns about this issue

□ No
STEP 6:
Questions A-D relate to minor changes to the application, E-K relate to major changes. If more
space is required for explanations, please attach a separate document.
A Are there any changes in researcher/project director/advisor names, addresses, telephone
numbers, or ending date?

Please write in space provided below:
Local site evaluator changed from Erin Mueller, P h D . to Beth Langhorst, Ph D ,
( 503) 722-6913

□ No
B.

Are there any changes that leave the research population at the same or lower risk than risk(s)
already approved?

Please write in space provided below:

X No

Page*
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C.

Have additional subjects o f the same type o f population indicated in the original application
been recruited/added?
j: Please write in space provided below:
Only as planned; third cohort will continue to be recruited through September
2002 .

X

□ No
D.

Are there any other minor changes you wish to include in this report?
|

| IftSi

B 659:

Please write in space provided below:

[~X] No
Are there any changes that leave the research population at a higher risk than risk(s) already
approved?

E.
|

|^

0
F.

1,lv*nWBPtl'

Please write in space provided below:

No
Are you adding a subject population different from those already approved?

|

| |H |

B B S

Please wnte in space provided below:

f x | No
Are you adding questions to a questionnaire or instrument? If yes, please attach a list o f
added questions or highlight the additions on the instrument.

Please write in space provided below:

0 N o

Page 5
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H.

Are you adding any elements that may breach the subjects' confidentiality?
|

|13

» M -

Please •write in space provided below:

X | No
I.

Are you adding any deceptive elements to the research or changing the debriefing procedures
for previously approved deception?
|

| Y e|

Explain

Please write m space provided below:

f \ | No
j

Are you changing the way subjects are compensated for participation in research (such as
increasing the amount, changing from a lottery to cash, etc )?
|

| m

fxj

Failfeif

Please write in space provided below:

No

K. Are there any other major changes you wish to include in this report?
□

w

S B ft

write in space provided below:

X No

Please rctara this Coatiaaiag Review Report aad aay attachments to:
Mailing Address:
HSRRC
Office o f Research and Sponsored Projects (ORSP)
Portland State University
PO Box 751
Portland. OR 97207-0751

Delivery address:
111 Cramer Hall
1721 SW Broadway
Portland, OR 97201
Campus Mail Code: ORSP

For questions or concerns, call (503) 725-8182, or send e-mail to hsrrctSllists. pdx.edu.
*** D id you a w

t n to WKmck your c o fw itf

? ***
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CLACKAMAS COUNTY PARTNERSHIP
REGISTRATION AND DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION
Informed C onsent
Purpose
The Center for Mental Health Services in the United States Department of Health and Human Services is sponsoring a
national evaluation of programs that are funded to improve community-based services for children and families and a local
program evaluation to improve Clackamas County services to children and families. The national evaluation is authorized
by Section 565 of the Public Health Service Act. An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to
respond to a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number. (The OMB control number
for this project is 0930-0192 [exp. dale 09/30/2001D- Any questions concerning this project can be answered by caffing
Beth Langhorst at (503) 722-6913 or Barbara Friesen at (503) 725-4166.
Description of Participation
As part of the evaluation, we would like your permission to use the registration and descriptive information you've just
provided us as a part of the general evaluation. The outcome evaluation will be discussed with you at another time.
Confidentiality
Special precautions will be taken to protect your family and your child's privacy. The information included in the national
evaluation wil have no identifying information, including names and addresses.
By law we must report the physical or sexual abuse of any child or if the danger of imminent physical harm is suspected.
In addition, staff may inform parents or guardians if their child is in serious physical danger.
Rights Regarding Decision to Participate
I understand that if I agree to participate. I have the right to change my mind and request that evaluation records be
destroyed. I also understand that at any time during my participation in the project, it is my right to review the information
that I have provided. I understand that any choice to not participate in the evaluation wtl not affect the services my child
and family receive or will receive in the future
Voluntary Consent
By signing this consent form, I certify that I have read the preceding, or that it has been read to me. and that I understand
its content My questions (if any) have been answered. A copy of this consent form wil be given to me.
My signature below means that I freely agree to participate in the project
Caregiver/Guardian (type or print name in full)____________________________________________________________
Signature of Caregiver/Guardian___________________________________________________ Date______________
Name of Child (type or print name in hrl)_______________________________________________________ ______ _
Signature of Institutional Staff (if appropriate)_________________________________________ Date_____________
Print Name. Agency and Job Tide

ft you have concerns or problems, please contact

_______ __

The Human Subjects Research Review Committee
Office of Research and Sponsored Projects
111 Cramer Hal
Portland State University
(503) 725-6182
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CLACKAMAS COUNTY PARTNERSHIP OUTCOME EVALUATION

Informed Consent—Caregiver Version
Purpose
The Center for Mental Health Services in the United States Department of Health and Human
Services is sponsoring a national evaluation of programs that are funded to improve communitybased services for children and families and a local program evaluation to improve Clackamas
County services to children and families. You and your child are invited to participate in this
project because your child has received such services. In this project we are interested in
finding out about your child’s behavior and functioning, the kinds of services you and your child
have received, and how you feel about these services. The results of this project will be used to
help improve the quality of the services for children and families. The national evaluation is
authorized by Section 565 of the Public Health Service Act Any questions concerning this
project can be answered by calling Beth Langhorst at (503) 722-6913 or Barbara Friesen at
(503) 725-4166.
Description of Participation
We will interview you and your child, if your child is 11 or older. These interviews will occur 4 to
7 times depending on when you enter the study. Participation includes an initial interview and
follow-up interviews every six months for the duration of the evaluation. We will ask you to
continue to participate in the evaluation even if you and your child are no longer receiving
services. The interviews will be conducted in your home or at a place that is convenient and
comfortable for you. Your interview should take approximately 2 hours to complete. Your
child's interview will vary in duration depending on his/her age, but will probably last 1 hour.
You will be asked questions about your child’s behavior at home, in school and in the
community. We also will ask you questions about your family and your experiences with the
services your child h as received, including mental health and substance use services. Your
child will be asked questions similar to the ones you are asked.
As part of the project, we would like your permission to make use of your child’s school records,
including attendance, disciplinary action, transfer records; juvenile court records; records from
the Department of Services to Children and Families; and mental health service records related
to your child’s care. We will obtain a separate release of information for each school or agency
that has provided education or services for your child.
Risks and Benefits
There will be no direct benefit to you or your child from this project The risk may be the
discomfort some people feel when discussing personal matters.

Compensation
If you agree to participate in this project you will receive a $20 gift certificate to a local merchant
for each completed set of data in compensation for your time and any costs associated with
participating in the project Your child win receive a $10 gilt certificate each time s/he completes
a set of data.
Confidentiality
Special precautions will be taken to protect your family and your child’s privacy. No agency that
you and your child are involved with, including schools, will have access to the information you
provide about your perceptions and satisfaction with service. The CAFAS, which is completed as
a part of the intensive services Make process, will be made available to the evaluation.
Evaluation instruments that contain clinical information which could be helpful to your child’s

________________ (Caregiver’s initials)
Regional Research Institute for Human Services. Portland State University, 503-725-4166
Clackamas Partnership, Clackamas County Mental Health, 503-655-6264
Updated 11/15/01
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mental health treatment can be placed in the mental health record with your consent and the
assent of your youth. This information includes the foNowmg measures, CBCL, YSR, BERS
(completed by Care Coordinator), BERS (completed by caregiver). All forms stored a s evaluation
information will be coded so that they cannot be associated with individual names. In reports,
the information that is collected will never mention individual names.
By law we must report the physical or sexual abuse of any child or if the danger of imminent
physical harm is suspected. In addition, staff may inform parents or guardians if their child is in
serious physical danger.
Rights Regarding Decision to Participate
I understand that if I agree to participate, I have the right to change my mind and sto p
participating or withdraw from the project at any time. If I request it, records pertaining to my
child and family will be destroyed. I also understand that a t any time during my participation in
the project it is my right to review the measures that I have completed. I understand that any
choice to not participate in the evaluation will not affect the services my child and family receive
or will receive in the future.
Voluntary C onsent
By signing this consent form, I certify that I have read the preceding, or that it has been read to
me, and that I understand its content. My questions (if any) have been answered. A copy of
this consent form will be given to me. My signature below means that I freely agree to
participate in the project
Caregiver/Guardian (type or print name in full)_______________________________________ .
Signature of
Caregiver/Guardian______________________________________________ Date___________
Name of Child (type or print name in full)________________________________________ __
Signature of Institutional Staff (if appropriate)_________________________________________
Print Name, Agency and Job Title___________________________________ .Date__________

Project Team’s Certification
I certify that I have explained to the above individual the nature of the project as well a s the
potential benefits and risks associated with participating in the project I also have answered
any questions that have been raised and witnessed the above signature.
Signature of W itness______________________________________________ .Date__________
If you have concerns or problems, please contact
The Human Subjects Research Review Committee
Office of Research and Sponsored Projects
111 Cramer Had
Portland State University
(503) 725-8182

Regional Research Institute for Human Services, Portland Stale University. 503-725-4166
Clackamas Partnership, Clackamas County Mental Health, 503-655-8264
Updated 11/15/01
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CLACKAMAS COUNTY PARTNERSHIP
OUTCOME EVALUATION
Informed Assent/Consent—11-17 years old
We want to know what you think!
AND we’U give you $10.00 for your thoughts!

What:

You talk with us about what you think and do when you are at home, in
school, and in your neighborhood. We would also like your permission to
look at your school records, juvenile court records, and records related to the
services you have or are currently receiving. We will get your specific
permission for each school or agency we ask for information.

Why:

Because you have received or are currently receiving services we need your
help to evaluate how effective the Clackamas Partnership is. (Service: you
have an IEP, a counselor, a foster parent, probation officer, social worker, or
some such person who is working for an agency.) AND, we would like you
to help us even if you aren’t receiving services anymore.

Where:

Where would you like it to be? (at home, at an office, at school?)

When:

Every six months for about an hour each time until September 2003 (It could
be 4-7 times depending on when you entered the study.)

Who sees
this stuff?

The CAFAS, which is completed as part of the intensive services intake
process, will be made available to the evaluation. Evaluation information
that could be helpful to your mental health treatment (Youth Self Report,
Child Behavior Checklist, Behavioral and Emotional Rating Scale) can
be placed in your mental health record if you and your caregiver consent.
All other information that you give us will be coded so no one will know your
name and it will be kept in a locked cabinet and a secure computer file. No
one will be able to find out who you are. If we use any information in a
report, the report will not identify any individuals. Other than that, we don’t
tell ANYONE anything!!!! No one will know you did this (except you, your
participating family and us) unless YOU tell them. At any time during your
participation in the project you have the right to review the measures that you
have completed.

Some bad

Some questions could be uncomfortable for you to answer. We will ask you
if you have had any contacts with the police, if you use any drugs and/or
alcohol, whether you get into trouble in school, how well you get along
with family and friends, and what you think about any o f the services
you have had.

Some good

Participation is definitely up to you. If you don’t want to answer a quesdonDON’T! If you decide this is too much for you, you can stop at any
time. You can tell us that you don’t want to continue an individual
interview or with the whole study. You also can ask us to throw away
the information that we’ve gathered.
Initials______________

Regional Research Institute for Human Services, Portland State University. 503-725-4166
Clackamas Partnership, Clackamas County Mental Health, 503-655-8264
Updated 11/15101
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Some even
better news:

When we've finished each completed set o f data, we’U give yon a $10.00 gift
certificate to a local merchant!

W hat’s the
catch?

(Otherwise known as “the legal stuff”.) By law we must report any
information that makes us think that someone might hurt you or has hurt you,
any information that makes us think that you might hurt someone, and any
information that makes us think you might hurt yourself.

Questions?

Call Beth Langhorst (503-722-6913) or Barbara Friesen (503- 725-4166).
Either will be happy to talk to you.

Participant’s Consent
I have read this form or it has been read to me. I understand what it says. My questions have
been answered and I am not being forced to sign this form. A copy o f this form will be given
to me.
Please Print Full Name o f
Participant_________________________________________________________________
Signature o f Participant_______________________________________________________
Date_______________
I have read and understand the preceding information and agree to the participant's interview.
Signature o f Caregiver/Guardian________________________________________________
Date_______________
Signature o f Institutional Staff (if appropriate)_____________________________________
Date

Project Team’s Certification
1 certify that I have explained the nature and purpose o f this project, as well as the potential
benefits and risks associated with participating in this project I also have answered any
questions that have been raised. I have witnessed the above signatures.
Signature o f Witness________________________________________________________
Date_______________
If you have concerns or problems, please contact
The Human Subjects Research Review Committee
Office o f Research and Sponsored Projects
111 Cramer Hall
Portland State University
(503) 725-81*2
Regional Research Institute for Human Services, Portland State University. 503-725-4168.
Clackamas Partnership, Clackamas County Mental Health, 503-655-6264
Updated 11/15/01
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CLACKAMAS COUNTY PARTNERSHIP
OUTCOME STUDY
Informed C o nsent—Young Adult Version
(For youth 18 y ears o r older who reach a g e 18 during follow-up d ata collection)

Purpose
The Center for Mental Health Services in the United States Department of Health and
Human Services is sponsoring a national evaluation of programs that are funded to improve
community-based services for children and families and a local program evaluation to
improve Clackamas County services to children and families. You were invited to
participate in this project because your have received such services. At that time your
family agreed to participate in the project Now that you have turned 18 and are a legal
adult, we need to ask you if you would like to continue to be in the project In this project
we are interested in finding out about how you feel; what you do at home, in school and in
the neighborhood; the kinds of services you have received, and how you feel about these
services. The results of this project will be used to help improve the quality of the services
for children and families. The national evaluation is authorized by Section 565 of the Public
Health Service A ct Any questions concerning this project can be answered by calling your
local site evaluator B eth L anghorst (503) 722-6913 or Barbara Friesen at (503) 725-4166.
D escription of Participation
We will interview you 4 to 7 times depending on when you enter the study. This study ends
in Septem ber 2003. Participation includes an initial interview and follow-up interviews every
six months for the duration of the evaluation. We will ask you to continue to participate in
the evaluation even if you are no longer receiving services. The interviews will be
conducted in your home or at a place that is convenient and comfortable for you. Your
interview should take approximately 1 hour to complete.
You win be asked questions about your behavior at home, in school and in the community.
W e also win a sk you questions about your family and your experiences with the services
you have received, including mental health and substance use services.
As part of the project, w e would like your permission to make use of your school records,
including attendance, disciplinary action, transfer records; juvenile court records; records
from the Department of Services to Children and Families; and mental health service
records related to your child’s care. Your agreem ent to participate in this project and your
signature on this form provide your permission for the release of any of these records.

Risks and Benefits
There wil b e no direct benefit to you from this project The risk may be the discomfort
som e people feel when discussing personal matters.

Compensation
If you agree to participate in this project you will receive a $10 gift certificate to a local
merchant for each completed set of data in compensation for your time and any costs
associated with participating in the project
______________________ (Initials)
Regional Research Institute (tor Human Services, Portland State University, 503-725-4166. Page 1 of 2
Clackamas Partnership, Clackam as County Mental Health. 503-655-8264
Updated 11/15/01
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Confidentiality
Special precautions will b e taken to protect your privacy. Evaluation information that could
be useful to your treatment (Child Behavior Checklist, Youth Self Report, Behavioral and
Emotional Rating Scale [completed by caregiver]) can be placed in your mental health record.
The CAFAS, which is completed as a part of the intensive services intake process, will be
made available to the evaluation. Aside from that, no agency that you are involved with,
including schools, will have a ccess to the information you provide. All forms in the project
will be coded so that they cannot be associated with individual names. In reports, the
information that is collected will never mention individual names.
By law we are required to report the physical or sexual abuse of any child or if the danger of
imminent physical harm is suspected.

Rights Regarding Decision to Participate
I understand that if I ag ree to participate, I have the right to change my mind and stop
participating a t any time. If I request it, records pertaining to my family and myself will be
destroyed. At any time during my participation in the project I have the right to review
m easures that I have completed. I also understand that any choice to not participate in the
evaluation will not effect the services I receive or will receive in the future.

Voluntary Consent
By signing this consent form, I certify that I have read the preceding, or that it h a s been
read to me, and that I understand its content My questions (if any) have been answered.
A copy of this consent form will b e given to me. My signature below m eans that I freely
agree to participate in the project
Youth’s Name (please type or print)____________________________________________
Youth’s signature_____________________________________________________________
Date__________________________

Project Team’s Certification
I certify that I have explained to the above individual the nature of the project a s well a s the
potential benefits and risks a ssociated with participating in the project I also have
answered any questions that have been raised and witnessed the above signature.
Signature of Witness_________________________________ Date_______________
If you have concerns or problems, please contact
The Human Subjects Research Review Committee
Office of Research and Sponsored Projects
111 Cramer Hal
Portland State Unrversity
(503) 725-1182
Regional Research Institute for Human Services. Portland State University, 503-725-4166. Page 2 of 2
Clackamas Partnership, Clackamas County Mental Health, 503-655-6264
Updated 7/6/01
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CLACKAMAS COUNTY PARTNERSHIP
OUTCOME EVALUATION
Informed C onsent fo r Putting M easures in Clinical Record
To be attached to Informed C onsent fo r National Outcom e Evaluation
I consent to have the following m easures I have completed a s part of the Partnership
outcome study included in my child’s clinical record at Clackamas County Mental Health
Center.

Measure:

Date
Administered:

Initials:

Achenbach Child Behavior
Checklist
Achenbach Youth Self Report

Caregiver:

(with Youth consent/ assent)

Youth:

Behavioral and Emotional
Rating Scale (BERS)

Caregiver:

Date:

Caregiver:

Voluntary C onsent
By signing this consent form, I certify that I have read the preceding, or that it has been read
to me, and that I understand its content My questions (if any) have been answered. A copy
of this consent form will be given to me. My signature below means that I freely agree to
have the clinical m easures I have initialed above included a s part of my child’s clinical record
at Clackamas County Mental Health Center.
Caregiver/Guardian (type or print nam e in full)

Signature of
Caregiver/Guardian______________________________________________ Date____________
Name of Child (type or print name in full)____________________________________________
Signature of Child (if appropriate)___________________________________________________
Signature of Institutional Staff (if appropriate)_________________________________________
Print Name, Agency and Job Title____________________________________Date__________

Project Team's Certification
I certify that I have explained to the above individual the nature of the project a s well a s the
potential benefits and risks associated with participating in the project I also have answered
any questions that have been raised a nd witnessed the above signature.
Signature of W itness_______________________________________________Date__________

R eproduced w ith perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w itho ut perm ission.
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E ducation Q u estionnaire
C h ild B ehavior C hecklist
Y outh S e lf R eport
B ehavioral and E m otional R ating Scale
(C aregiver)
B ehavioral and E m otional R ating Scale
(C are C oordinator)
Fam ily R esource Scale
Fam ily A ssessm ent D evice (C aregiver)
Fam ily A ssessm ent D evice (Y o u th )
C aregiver Strain Q u e stionnaire
Fam ily Satisfaction Q u estionnaire,
A bbreviated V ersion
Y outh Satisfaction Q u estionnaire,
A bbreviated V ersion
M ulti-S ector S ervice C on tacts
Fam ily Participation Survey

EO
CBCL

YSR

BEKS

FRS

FAD

FAD

CGSQ

FSQ-A

YSQ-A

MSSC
FPS

• R rm iireil for intensive services

• • w ith carcuivcr consent

E valuation R ecord
E valuation R ecord

C aregiver
C aregiver

T ypes and frequency o f services children and fam ilies receive
Fam ily participation in services

D elinquency Survey

OS

BERS

S u bstance Use Survey, P arts A and B

• • • w ith voutli consciil'assenl

Y o u th 's satisfaction w ith services

C areg iv er's satisfaction w ith services

C aregiver’s perception o f family functioning, how w ell family
interacts, com m unicates, and w orks together
Y o u th 's perception o f family functioning, how w ell family
interacts, com m unicates, and w orks together
C areg iv er's strain related to the special dem ands associated
w ith carin g for a child w ith em otional o r behavioral issues

C areg iv er's perception o f the adequacy o f the mulct la! mid
em otional resources available to the tamilv

C are C o o rd in a to r's perception o f c h ild 's b c lu v io ia l and
em otional strengths o f self, w ith fam ily, and at school

C areg iv er's perception o f c h ild 's behavioral and em otional
strengths o f self, w ith fanulv, and at school

Y o u th 's perceptions o f social com petence and behavioral and
em otional functioning

C areg iv er's perceptions o f y o u th 's behavioral and em otional
functioning, social com petence and feelings

Y o u th 's social functioning, delinquent behavior, and legal
problem s
C h ild 's educational inform ation

Y o uth’s use o f alcohol and drugs

Y outh

C aicg iv er

C aregiver

Y outh

C aregiver

C aregiver

T herapist

C aregiver

R evised 11/15/01

Evaluation R ecord

E valuation R ecord

E valuation R ecord

E valuation Record

E valuation R ecord

E valuation R ecord

E valuation R ecord

E valuation R ecord
C linical R ec o rd ”

Evaluation R ecord
C linical R ecord***

E valuation R ecord
C linical R ecord**
Y outh

E valuation K ccoid
C aregiver

E valuation R ecord

E valuation R ecord

C linical R ecord *
E valuation R ecord

C aregiver

Y outh

Y outh

T h erap ist

E valuation R ecord

SUS-AB

Y o u th 's functioning at school, hom e, in the com m unity,
behavior tow ards othcis, handling o f em otions, and substance
use

C aregiver

C h ild and A dolescent F u nctional
A ssessm ent Scale

Y o u th 's living urrangem enl(s)

CAFAS

E valuation R ecord
C linical R ecord

R estrictiveness o f L iving E nvironm ents and
P lacem ents S tability Scale, R ev ised V ersion

C aregiver

W h e r e is i t k e p t ?

KOLES-K

D escriptive inform ation about faintly

IT?

W H O C OMPLETES

D escriptiv e Inform ation Q u e stionnaire

W h a t d o e s it m e a s u r e ?

DIQ

Name of questionnaire

Summary of Evaluation Questionnaires
(To be given !o caregivers and youih when reviewing consent forms)

APPENDIX B

ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS
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D A T E :______ / _______ /
Monlb
Day

CARE COORDINATOR:
Year

Name:

Age:

Dale or Birth:

Sex:

School:

Name o f Legal Guardian:

Phone:

Address:
Street

City

State

Sam e

Affiliation

Nominating Source:

Zip Code

Phone:

Person administering the interview (DIQINT)
Name:_____________________________________ Phone:__________________

1 = Service Provider
2 = Data Collector

Agency:_____________________________________________________________
Method of administering the interview (DIQMETH)
1 = In person
2 = Telephone

Language of interview (DIQLANG)
1 = English
2 = Spanish
3 = Other

I am going to ask you some questions about (child's name)'s background and family and about services
which (child’s name) has received. Please answer these questions as be?t yon can, and try to be as
complete as possible in your answers.
I.

When is (child's name)'s birth d a t e ? _________/________ /_________
Month
Day
Year

Is (child's name) a boy o r girl ?

I = Boy
2 = Girl

Is (child's name) of Hispanic or Latino cultural/ethnic background?
3a.

I = No
2 = Yes

[IF YES) Which group best describes his/her Hispanic or Latino cultural/ethnic
background? Is he/she---1 = Mexican. Mexican-American, or Chicano
2 = Puerto Rican
3 = Cuban
4=D
o
m
i n
i c
a

5 = Central American
6 = South American
7 = Other Hispanic origin (Please specify):
n
________________________________
Page 1
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4.

Which racial/ethnic group(s) best describes (child's name)? Is h e/she-----

[NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: Circle all that apply.)
1 = American Indian or Alaska Native
2 = Asian
3 = Black or African American

4 = Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
5 = White
6 = Other (Please specify):__________________________

5.

What is the zip code of the address where (child’s name) currently lives? _______________________

6.

What agency referred (child's name) to the Partnership?

[NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: To aid the respondent, you may prompt with site-specific agency
names for each type o f agency. Use CARD I. if necessary.)
1 = Corrections
2 = Court
3 = School
4 = MH agency/Clinic/Provider
5 = Physical health care agency/Clinic/Provider
7.

6 = Child Welfare/Child protective services
7 = Substance abuse clinic/provider
S= Caregiver
9 = Self (youth referred himself or herself)
10 = Other (Please specify):__________________

What were the problems leading to (child's name) being referred for services?

[NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: Write down the problems exactly as the respondent says them, then circle
the codes below which best describe the problems.)

1 33 Eating disorders
2 33 Sleep disorders
3 = Somatic complaints
4 = Sad
5 = Anxious
6 = Self-injury
7 = Suicide attempt
3 33Suicide ideation
9 33 Social contact avoidance
1 0 33 Physical aggression
11= Property damage

8.

12 = Theft
13 = Runaway
14 = Sexual assault
15 = Threat to life o f others
16 = Extreme verbal abuse
17 = Fire setting
18 = Cruelty to animals
19 = Inappropriate bowel movements
20 = Non-compliance
21 = Strange behavior
22 = Poor peer interaction

Before today, has (child's name) received any mental health
services for the problems that led to the referral?

23
24
25
26
27
23
29
30
31
32
33

3 Hyperactive-impulsive
3 Attention difficulties
3 Over-dependence on adults
3 Bladder difficulties
3 Alcohol/substance abuse
3 Sexual acting out
3 Truancy
3 Police contact
3 Academic problems
3 Poor self-esteem
3 Other problems (Please
specify):________________

1 = No
2 = Yes

[NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: If necessary, clarifyfor the respondent that this can include any services
receivedfor the problems, including services delivered through the Partnership OR services delivered in
other ways, suck as through other agencies.)
8a. [IF YES] When did these services b e g in ? ________ i________ l________
Month

Day

Year

Page 2
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I would like to ask you some questions about services related to <child's namePs emotional and behavioral
problems that (child’s name) may have received in the past 12 mouths.
Did (child’s name) receive......—.
9.

Outpatient services? These services often include evaluation or assessment; individual,
group, or family therapy; and/or case management. Case management is sometimes also called
service coordination or care coordination.

_^
7_

10.

School-based services? These services often include educational assessment or testing; a self1 = No
contained special education classroom; a resource room; a one to one classroom aide; and/or
2 = Yes
an Individualized Education Plan (TEP).

11. Day treatment? Day treatment is intensive, non-residential services which last for at least 5
hours a day. These services often include special education, vocational counseling, and/or
therapy. These services may be provided in a variety o f settings including schools, mental
health centers, hospitals or other community locations.

[ - [sfo
7 _

12. Residential treatment or inpatient psychiatric hospitalization serv ices? These services are
often provided in an inpatient hospital setting for observation and treatment or in other out-ofhome treatment facilities or centers. These places typically serve 10 or more children, have
24-hour staff supervision, and can offer a fUU array o f treatment interventions.

(
^
7_

13. Alcohol or Substance Abuse Therapy? These are outpatient anu/or inpatient/residential
services specifically for the assessment and treatment of alcohol, drug, and other substance
abuse-related problems.

_^
, _ ^

Now I would Ukc to ask some questions about (child’s name)'s history14.

Has fchild's name) ever had a previous psychiatric hospitalization?

I = No

2 = Yes

15.

Has (child’s name) ever been physically abused?

1 = No

2 - Yes

16.

Has (child's name) ever been sexually abused?

I = No

2 = Yes

17.

Has (child's name) ever run away without his/her caregiver knowing
where he/she was? [NOTE TO INTER VIEWER: This could be the

1 = No

2 =Yes

current caregiver or a past caregiver.]
18.

Has (child's name) ever attempted suicide?

1 = No

2 = Yes

19.

Does (child’s name) have a history of substance abuse including
alcohol and drugs?

1 = No

2 = Yes

20.

Has (child's namei ever been sexually abusive to others?

I

= No

2 = Yes

Page *
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Now I would like to ask some questions concerning (child's name)’* family history.
[NOTE TO INTER VIEWER: Biologicalfamily should be considered to include biological parents, biological
siblings, as well as other extended biological family members such as grandparents, uncles, or aunts "related
by blood" and not by marriage.]
21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Is there a history o f domestic violence/spousal abuse in (child’s name)'s
biological family but (child's name) was not the direct target of the
I = No
violence?

2 = Yes

Is there a history o f mental illness in (child’s name)'* biological family? 1 = No

2 = Yes

22a. [IF YES] Das oae a t (child's name)’* biological parents ever had
a psychiatric hospitalization?
1 - No

2 = Yes

Has one o f (child's name)'* biological parents ever been convicted of
a crime?

I = No

2 = Yes

Is there a history o f substance abuse in (child's name/s biological
family?

I = No

2 = Yes

24a. [IF YES] Has oae of (child 's name)'* biological parents ever
received treatment for substance abuse?

I = No

2 -Yes

666

[NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: Question #25 is skipped at baseline tis it is not applicable ]

Now I’d like to ask yon a few general questions about (child's name)'* family.
26.

What is your relationship to (child s name)!
1 = Biological parent
5 = Sibling (biological, step, etc.)
2 = Adoptive/Stepparent
6 = Aunt or uncle
3 = Foster parent
7 = Grandparent
4 = “Live-in” partner o f parent
8 = Cousin

26a. W hat is yonr gender, male or female?
27.

2 = Female

Who has legal custody of (child‘s name)!
1 = Two biological parents OR
1 biological and 1 stepparent
2 = Biological mother only
3 = Biological father only
4 = Adoptive parent(s)

28.

I - Male

9 = Other family relative
10 = Friend (adult friend)
11 = Other (Please specify):
___________________

S = Foster parent^
6 = Sibling(s)
7 = Aunt and/or uncle
8 = Grandparent(s)

9 = Friend (adult friend)
10 = Ward of the State
11 = Other (Please specify):
__________________ _

Has (child's name) lived in yonr household for the past 6 months, for the entire period?
1 = No
2 = Yes [CO TO QUESTION #29}
28a. [IFNO] For how many months in the past 6 months did (child's name) live with yo u ?_____
28b. [IF ZERO MONTHS] For how many days in the past 6 months did yon have daily
interaction with (child's name)! ______
Page ■«
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29.

What is the annual household income o f (child s nameft family?

[NOTE TO INTER VIEWER: Prompt respondent to consider all sources o f pre-tax (gross) income,
including wages, child support, alimony, and public assistance. Thefamily household income should
include the pre-tax incomes o f all individuals who live with the child and contribute financially to the
child's care. The child’s family should be considered to be thefamily with whom the child has livedfor
the majority o f the past 6 months. For example, if the child has lived with a foster family for most o f the
past 6 months, we are interested in knowing the foster family's income. Use C.IRD 2, if necessarv]
1 = Less than $5,000
2 = $5,000 - $9,999
3 = $10,000-$14,999
4 = $15,000-$19,999
5 = $20,000 - $24,999
30.

6 =$25,000 - $34,999
7 = $35,000 - $49,999
8 =$50,000 - $74,999
9 = $75,000 - $99,999
10 = $100,000 and over

What is the highest grade in school that you completed? [Circle appropriate category!
0-11 = Kindergarten - 11th grade
15 = Bachelor's degree
12 = High school diploma or GED 16 = Master’s degree
13 = Associate degree
17 = Professional school degree
14 = Some college, no degree
18 = Doctoral degree
30a. What is your age? _____

31.

Is (child’s name) a Medicaid recipient?

1 = No

2 = Yes

32.

Do yon or yonr family have to pay for at least part o f (child's name)’s
behavioral/emotional services?
I = No

2 = Yes

33.

34.

Including (child's name), what is the total number of people in the
household where (child's name) is currently living?

_____

Including (child's name), what is the total number o f children in the
household where (child s name) is currently living?

_____

35.

What is the total number o f adults (over 19 years old) in the household
where (child's name) is currently living? Include (child's name) in this _____
total if (child's name) is over 19.

36.

Does (child’s name) have recurring or chronic physical health problems such as allergies, asthma,
migraine headaches, etc.?
1 = No [GO TO QUESTION #37]
2 = Yes
36a. Please describe the recurring health problems that he/she has.

36b. Has (child’s name) taken medication related to his/her recurring physical health problems in
the last 6 months?
1 = No [GO TO QUESTION #37]
2 = Yes

Page 5
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36c. What are the names o f the medications?

In addition to physical health problems, sometimes a doctor or psychiatrist prescribes medication for
children to help reduce their emotional or behavioral symptoms. For example, Ritalin is prescribed for
Attention Deficit Disorder.
lias (child's name) taken any medication related to his/her emotional or behavioral symptoms in
the last 6 months?
I = No [END OF QUESTIONNMRE]
2 = Yes

37.

37a. What are the names o f the medications?

Thank yon for answering these questions! [END OF INTERVIEW]

PRELIMINARY DSM-IV DIAGNOSIS: Complete using historical information, i f necessary.
Circle the primary diagnosis.
Axis I

Axis II

Axis

in

Axis IV
Axis V

CGAS/GAF =

Page 6
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1vV: !S f ■.rr S ert|o fi ^ fktenS fym g In fo rm a tio n

BERS

Parent/G uardian
School _________
Rater's N a m e ___________
Relationship to Child
_
Examiner's Name and Title

Behavioral and Emotional
Rating Scale
A Strength-Based Approach to Assessment

SUMMARY/RESPONSE FORM

Year

Score

•lie

Month

D ate of R ahng
D ate of Birth
Age

Section IV. Profile of Standard Scores

S ection IT. R esults o f t h e BERS
Raw

. G rade

Std.
Score

Other Test Scores

BERS Subscale Scores

I Interpersonal Strength O S ) ____
II. Family Involvement (FI)

~2M
i£
c >l
Q
£ C S it 41*

____

III. Intrapersonal Strength O a S ) ____
IV. School Functioning (SF)

___

V. Affective Strength (AS)

____

■A

160
155

BERS Strength Q uotient

Section lit Other- P ertinent Info rm atio n ^
Standard
S core

w

<i s

Q uotient

D ate o f
Testing

•»

-AI “

Sum of Standard Scores

Test Name

^

E quivalent
Q u o tie n t

I_

19
18

it7
!«
15
iu
!13
i

2. _

145
140
135
125

12

3 ..

11

4.

105

10

9

Who referred the child?

W hat was the reason for referral? _

Parental permission obtained on
BERS results included in staffing/planning conference?
f"~l Yes

1 9 9 # b y P R O -E D

90
85

5
4
3
2

75
70
65
60
55
50
j 45
i 40

1

SO

l

C j No

i l < 5 02 or 00 99

C ip y n q m

8
7
6

irx

A d d itio n a l 'o p i n
th > * f o r m < * 8 4 6 2 1 n u v b e o v f f t f '- w e d h o m
P R O - E O d ’ O Q < h o a * C i w * B o u l e v a r d . A w t i n . TX ’S T ^ W ®
S 1 2 /4 5 I 3 2 4 6 . ‘ a . 5 1 2 /4 S 1 « S A 2
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D irections: The Behavioral a n d Em otional Rating Scale (BERS) contains a series of statem e n ts th a t are used to ra te a
child's behaviors a n d em otions m a positive way. Read each statem e n t and circle th e num ber th a t corresponds to the
rating th a t best describes th e child's status over th e past 3 m onths. If th e statem e n t is very m uch like th e child, circle th e 3.
if th e sta te m e n t is like th e child, circle th e 2; if th e s ta te m e n t is n o t m uch like th e child, circle th e 1; if th e s tatem e n t is
n o r a f all like th e child, circle th e 0. Rate each s tatem e n t to th e best of your know ledge of th e child.

£

cjf *laS

S tatem en t

SF

D em onstrates a sense o f belonging to familyu

1" . 0

• Trusts a significant person w ith his or h e r life
Accepts a hug

2

.

^A cfcnow ledgcspainfuifeelings

0

1 0
2
i va
?• J ?
2 1 o
o

Participates in com m unity activities
Is self-confident „

t

2

_

~

M aintains positive family relationships
D em onstrates a sense o f hum or
t-H*rr-n»r

-

C om m unicates w ith p aren ts ab o u t behavior
a t hom e
Expresses rem orse fo r behavior th a t hurts
o r upsets o th ers

m
Interacts positively w ith p aren ts
Reacts to d isap p o in tm en ts in a calm m anner

w m am m
19. Participates in church activities
20. D em onstrates ag e-ap p ro p ria te hygiene skills

23.

Discusses problem s w ith others

3

2

1

0

24

C om pletes school tasks o n tim e

3

2

1

0

Column subtotals
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/

*• 4

////
Statem ent

KZ\*.

25.;: Accepts t h f closeness and intim,
2 6 ^ ’Id en tifiero w ri feeljngs*'.*' v
27

Identifies personal strengths

28.

Accepts responsibility for o w n actions

29. Interacts*positiveiy’w ith siblini
30. Loses i gam e gracefully

„ * t *. '•

31

Com pletes hom ew ork regularly

32

Is popular with peers

33. listen s to’other*.

•„-/i^-xW-A-

34. Expresses affection fo r o th e rs
35.

Admits mistakes

io.

Participates in family activities

v'* 'v -

^3PEES*

37. Accep t j ^ Q ^ jb s a n a n s w e r ^

Cmi
38% Smil

-■

3»

39. Pays a tte n tio n m class
40. C om putes m ath problem s a t or

4
43. Respects th e rights o f o th ers
44. Shares w ith others

1
47

Studies for tests

48. Talks ab o u t th e positive aspects o f life

51

A ttends school regularly

3

52. Uses note-taking an d listening skills in school

3
Column subtotals

Previous p a g e colum n subtotals
Total Raw Score
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S ectio n VI. K e y Q u e it io n s

'y

1.

W h at are th e child's favorite hobbies or activities'* W hat does th e child like to do?

2.

W hat is th e child's favorite sport(s)7

3.

In w h a t school subject(s) d ees the child do b e s t7

4.

W ho is this child’s best friend(s)7

5

W ho a this child’s favorite te a th e ris)7

6

W hat job(s) or responsibilities has this child held n the lom rnunity nr m the h o m e 7

7

At a tim e of need, to w hom (e t p a r e n t , teacher, friend, relative) w ould this child turn for s u p p o rt7

8. Descrtbe th e best thinqs a b o u t this child.

. S e c tio iy y il. In terp reta tio n s and! R eco m m en d a tio n s 1

'

. yii' -

4
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to •

PARENTS' USUAL TYPE OF WORK* even if not working now. (

FULL

3 4 s p e c ific — fo r e ta m p ie .

NAME

m e c n a n < . n ig ft s c n c c i r * j c r » r n c m e m ^ k e r

i O c r e r . ' a t h e o p e r a te * . s n o e s a l e s m a n , a r m y s e r g e a n t l

sex
2

For olftce u u oftfy

CHILD BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST FOR AGES 4-18

P i n n m P r in t
CHILD'S

, ETHNIC

Bov

Lj

IGRCUP
OR RACE

G irt

TOCAVS DATE

j
' r> p£ o r ,vt

j CHILD’S BIRTHOATE
UCTWfR fi

u o _________ e*»«

________ »

! Ua

Pipe».:f <*cr*

rut*

1

T H IS F O R M F IL L E D G U T BY

GRAOE IN

1

MOT ATTENDING
SCHOOL

| P tease till out m>5 term to reflect your view
i ot the child’s behavior even it other people
might net agree Peel tree to pnnt additional
comments beside each item and m the
spaces provided on page 2

a

Please list the sports your child most likes
to take part in. For exam ple: swimming,
b aseb all, skating, sk ate boarding, bike
ndtng. fishing, etc

H None

D eni
Know

None

Please list any organizations, clubs,
team s, or groups your child belongs to.
n

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Know

L»SS
th a n
A w rap

□

A verage

□

Compared to others of the sam e
age. how welt d o es he/she do each
one?
Don’t
Know

Below
A verage

Average

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Compared lo others of the sam e
age. how well d o es he/she do each
one?
Don’t
Knew

Below
Average

□

□

c

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Average

Compared to others of the sam e
age. how active is h e/sh e in each?

making bed. working m store, etc. (Include
both patd ana unpaid |Obs and chores >
None

Active

Average

i l

Please list any lobe or chores your child

Last

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Compared to others of the sam e
age. how well d o es heish e carry
them out?
OonT
Know

□
□
□

Betow
Average

□
□
□

A verage

□
□
□

Above
A verage

T7

r**;

Compared to others of the sam e
age. about how much time does
he/she spend in each?
Don’t

rw

None

has. For example: paper route, babysitting,
O

M ore
Than
A verage

□

Dent
Know

IV.

Avar a g e

□

□

III.

litt
Than
iw a p

s

n

1Other—<vim* A r*Li&cr%Tiip te

i l l

Please list your child’s favorite hobbies*
activities, and gam es, other than sports.
For example stamps. doUs. books, piano,
crafts, cars, singing, etc. i Do not include
‘tstenmg to radio or TV)

i FaBw,r((n S S . )

Compared to others ot the sam e
age. about how much time d oes
he/she spend in each?

□

<1.

. Wether |

Above
A verage

□
□
□
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____________________________________________________________P to a a a P rin t_______________________________________________
V.

i. About how many d o s e friends d oes your ehild have?
(Do n o t include brothers A l i t h f i )

_J

None

CU

1

2

or 3

4

or more

2. About how many times a wook d oes your child d o things with any friend* outtida of regular school hours? _
'Do n o t include brothers A s is tarsi
G
L ass than 1
_
1 or 2
VI.

Vtl.

3 or mora

Compared to others ol his/her a y t, how well d o e s your child:

a

Get along with h tv h e r o rath ers % lis te r s '’

Q

G et along with other kid s'1

c.

Behave with his/her p aren ts?

3.

Play and work alone'’

t. fo r a g es 6 and older

About Average

Better

□
□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□

□

Failing

8 eiow

Average

a. Reading, English, or Language Arts

□

□

Q. History or Social S tudies

□

□

□
□

□
□

□
□
□

D

c Arithmetic or M ath
d. S cience
e.
t
a.

2. D oes your chUd receive special remedial services
or attend a special cla ss or special school?
3. Has your child repealed any grades?

f~1 Has no Crom er, or vister-i

D oes not attend school b e c a u s e _________________

performance in academ ic subjects.

C heck a boa /b reach subject th a t child taken

Other academic
-to r m .
ample: :om puter
courses, fcretcn
language, busi
ness. Do no# *nd u d e gym, shop.
dnver's ed.. etc.

Worse

□
□

Average

Above A veng*

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□

□
□
□
□
□
□

~ No

"ZYes—kind of services,. d ee* , or ecbooi:

~ No

Z2 Yes—grades and reasons:

4. Has your child had any acad em ic or other problems in sch ool?

C No

J Yes—please describe:

When did th ese problems start?
________ Hare th ese problems ended?

□ No

Q Y es—when?________________________________________________

D oes your child have any illness or disability (either physical or mental)?

ZZ Mo

*2 Yes please describe:

What concerns you most about your child?

Please describe the best things about your child:
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Below is a list of items that descnbe children and youth. For each item that describes your child now or within tho p u t 6 m onths. please circle
the 2 it the item is m y true o t often true ot your child. Circle the 1 it the item is somewftef or s o m o tim u true of your child, if the item is not
true of your child, circle the 0. Please answer all items as well as you can. even if some do not seem to apply to your child.
P leese Print
0 = Nol True (a s far a s you know)
1 = Som ewhat or S om etim es True
2 = Very True or Often True
0
0

1
1

t

2
2

t
2

0

1

2

31

F ears h e/sh e m ight think or do som ething
bad

0
0

1
1

2
2

32.
33.

F e e ls h e /sh e h a s to be p erfect
F e e ls or co m p lain s that n o o ne loves him /her

0
0

1
1

2
2

34.
35.

F e e ls o th e rs are out to g e t him /her
F e e ls w o rth le ss or inferior

0
0

1
1

2
2

36.
37

G e ts hurt a lot. a cc id e n tp > o n e
G e ts in m any fights

0
0

t
1

2
2

38.
39

G e ts te a s e d a lot
H angs around with others who get in trouble

0

1

2

40

H ears s o u n d s or vo ices th a t aren t there
(describe!:

0

1

2

41

Im pulsive or a c ts w ithout thinking

0
0

1
t

2
2

42.
43.

W ould rather be alo n e th a n with o th e rs
Lying or c h e a tin g

0
0

t
1

2
2

44
45.

B ites fingernails
N ervous, highstrung. or te n s e

0

t

2

46

N ervous m ovem ents or tw itching (describe!:

0

1

2

47

N ightm ares

O em ands a lot of a tte n tio n
D estro y s h is/her ow n things

0
0

1
1

2
2

48.
49

Not liked by o th e r kids
C o n stip a te d , d o e sn 't m ove bow els

0
0

1
1

2
2

50.
51.

Too fearful or anx io u s
F e e ls dizzy

0
0

t
1

2
2

52.
53.

F e e ls to o guilty
O vereating

0
0

1
1

2
2

54
55.

O vertired
O verw eight

56.

Physical problems w ith o u t k n o w n m edteaf

A cts tc o young for his/her age
Allergy (describe):

0
0

1

2
2

3
4

Argues a lot
A sthm a

0
0

I

2
2

5.
6

B ehaves like o p p o s ite sex
Bowel m o v em en ts o u tsid e toilet

0
0

1
1

2
2

7
a

Bragging, b o a stin g
C an 't co ncentrate, can t pay attention for long

0

I

2

9.

C an 't g et nis-her m ind off certain thoughts;
o b s e s sio n s ( d e s c r i b e ) __________________

0

2

to

C an t sit still, re s tle ss , or hyperactive

0
0

2
2

11
12.

C lings to a d u lts o r too d ep en d en t
C om plains of lo n e lin e ss
C o n fu sed or s e e m s to be in a fog
C ries a lot

0
0

1
1

2
2

13.

Q
0

t

2
2

15

1

0
0

1
1

2
2

18.

0
0

2
2

20.

0

2

21

0

2

22.

D estro y s th in g s b elo n g in g to his,her family
o r o th e rs
D iso b ed ien t a t h o m e

0
0

2
2

23.
24

D iso b ed ien t a t sch o o l
D o e sn 't eat well

14.

16
17

19.

C ruet to anim als
C ruelty, bullying, o r m e a n n e s s to o thers
Day d ream s or g e ts lo st m his/her thou g h ts
O eliberately h a rm s self or a tte m p ts suicide

0
0

1
1

2
2

25.
26.

D oesn't get alo n g w ith o th e r kids
D oesn t seem to reel guilty after misbehaving

0
0

1
1

2
2

27.

Easily jealous
E a ts or drinks th in g s th a t are not food —
d o n 't include s w e e ts idescribei:

0

1

2

29

F e a rs certain an im a ls, situ atio n s, or places.
o th e r th an school (describe!:

0

1

2

30

F e a rs going to sch o o l

28.

cause;
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

a
b.
c.
d.

0
0
0
0

1
1
I
1

2
2
2
2

e
f.
g.
h.

Aches or pains i not stomach or headaches i
Headaches
fiausea. feels sick
Problems with eves i not if corrected ov glasses)
»descnbe i:
Rashes or other skin problems
Stomachaches or cramps
Vomiting, throwing up
Cther (describe).

Please see other tide
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0 s Not Truo (as far a s you know)
1
t

0
0

2
2

57.
58.

0
0

1
1

2
2

59
60.

0
0

1
1

2
2

61.
62.

0
0

1
1

2
2

63.
64.

0
0

1
1

2
2

65.
66.

0
0

I
t

2
2

67.
68.

0
0

t
1

2
2

69
70

P totM Print
1 = Somswhat or Som etim es Truo

Physically a tta c k s people
P icks n o se. skm . or o ther p a rts of body
(describe): _______________________

86.

S tubborn, sullen, or irritable

P o o r sch o o l work

0
0

2
2

87.
88.

S udden c h a n g e s m m ood or feelings
Sulks a lot

0
0

2
2

89.
90.

S u sp ic io u s
Sw earing or o b s c e n e language

0
0

2
2

91
92.

Talks a b o u t kilting self
Talks or w alks in s le e o (describe):

0
0

2
2

93.
94

Talks too m uch
T eases a lot

0
0

2
2

95
96.

Temper tan tru m s or hot tem p er
Thinks about sex to o m uch

0
0

2
2

97.
98.

T hreatens people
Thum b-sucking

0
0

2
2

99.
too.

Too c o n cern ed w ith n e a tn e s s or c le a n lin e s s
Trouble sleeoing (describe):

0
0

2
2

101
102.

Truancy, skips sch o o l
U nderactive, slow moving, or la c k s energy

0
0

2
2

103.
104.

U nhappy, sad . or d e p re s s e d
U nusually loud

0

2

105.

U se s a lcohol or d ru g s for nonm edical
p u rp o s e s (describe):

0

2

106.

V andalism

0
0

2
2

107
108.

W ets self during th e day
W ets th e bed

R efu se s to talk
R ep e a ts c erta in a c ts over and over,
c o m p u lsio n s ( d e s c r i b e ) : __________

Secretive, k e e p s things to self
S e e s th in g s th a t a re n 't there (describe):

71
72

S e lf-co n sc io u s or easily em b a rra sse d
S e ts fires

0

1

2

73

S exual p ro b lem s (describe): _______ _

74.

0
0

1
t

2
2

75.
76.

0

f

2

77.

S tran g e ideas (d e sc rib e ):.

2

2
2

2

85.

0

1
1

t

S tran g e b e h a v io r(d e scrib e):.

Plays with ow n sex p a rts too m uch

0
0

0

2 3 Very True o r Often True

84

Show ing off or clow ning

an d /o r n ig h t (describe):

0

I

2

78.

0

I

2

79.

0

I

2

80

S ta re s blankly

0
0

1
1

2
2

81
82.

S te a ls a t h o m e
S te a ls o u ts id e th e hom e

0

1

2

83.

S to re s up th in g s h e/sh e d o e sn ’t need
(describe). __________________________

PLEASE BE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL ITEMS.

0
0

1

2
2

109.
110.

W hining
W ishes to b e of o p p o s ite sex

0
0

1

2
2

111
112.

Withdrawn, doesn't g et involved with others
W orries

113.

P le a se w rite m any pro b lem s your child h as
th a t w ere not liste d above:

UNDERLINE ANY YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT.
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CHILD AND ADOLESCENT FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT SCALE
NAMC

______________________

_

A SSESSM EN T
O INTAKE / ^ SCREENING
Q 3 MO
□ 1 9 MO
O O MO
O I ft MO
□
ft MO
O i l MO
O i;M O
a 2 4 mo
a OUT FROM SC FM CC S
n o t h e r _________________

______ lO• __
o l a s t m o n th
□ LAST 3 MONTHS
O OTHER

a

parent

O YOUTH
O SCHOOL PERSONNEL
a POSTER Ia * •uAROOAtct PARENT
O JUVENILE JUSTICE. POUCC
a SOCIAL WELFARE (SERVICES!
a MENTAL h e a l t h w o r k e r
O M JBD C HEALTH WORKER
O OTHCR ____________________
YOUTH'S LIVING ARRANGEMENT icN C C i aal that i y i
O FAMILY HOME
□ LIVING WITH OTHERS IN A PRIVATE HOME
a LIVING WTTH NONCUSTOCXAL PARENT
a LIVING WITH RELATIVES
a ou r o r hom e
□ FOSTER CARE
a GROUP HOME
a JUVENILE DETENTION!JAil
a OTHER RESIDENTIAL 3CT71NO
O O T H E R ___________________________________
a UNKNOWN

•

o Boy

n 'iiB t

n CASC m a n a g e r 'em TT*H lc a c c i*

n tre a tin g th e ra p is t

TO u r n ' s C A R C d V E R iS l
a B O . MOTHER
O e o FATHER
Q ADOPTIVE MOTHER
a GRANDPARENT

S O U R C E S o r INFORMATION
•
iM-PERSON CONTACT WITH

stx

ACE

BATCH:

rm c p e r i o d r a t e d

n INTAKE WORKER
U N C R T PE A nilO CLINICIAN
O LAY iNTERVlCWERiRCSCARCHCR
TOTHER ____________________

(CHECK ACL THAT APPLYI
□ STEPMOTHER
a STEPFATHER
a A0ORT1VC f a t h e r
□ OTHER __________________

t e l e p h o n e c o n t a c t with -

•

r e v ie w

a

Q PARENT
YOUTH
a SCHOOL PERSONNEL
a f o s t e r '<3* b u r r o c a tei p a re n t
a JUVENILE JUSncE. POLICE
a SOCIAL WELFARE (SERVICES!
□ m ental health w o r k er
a M JBU C h e a l t h w o r k e r
O OTHER ____________________

a

o r docum ents

sc h o o l

C JUVENILE JUSTICE. POLICE
n SOCIAL WELFARE (SERVICES'
n m e n ta l h e a lth
a p u b lic h e a lt h
O OTHER
______

SER V IC ES RECEIVED
A t m *r
a OUTPATIENT
a EVALUATION. A SSESSM ENT DIAGNOSIS
a iNOtVIOUAL T W U P T
O MEDICATION MONITORING
a GROUP THERAPY
a f a m il y /p a r e n t a u m a r t t a l t h c r a p *
O ALCOHOUORUO THERAPY
C INTENSIVE COMMUNITY-BASCP SERVICES
U OAT TREATMENT/PARTIAL HOSPITALIZATION
a HOME-BASED s e r v i c e s
a WRAPAROUNO SERVICES
a RESPITE SERVICES
□ CRtSfS'STABIUZATICN

O OTHER_________________________
YOUTH S LOCATIQN4SI DURING RATING PERIOO
a LIVING WITHIN COMMUNITY
n l iv in g o u t s i o e c o m m u n ttt
n UNKNOWN

n r e s id e n t ia l pr o g ra m s
Q PSYCHATRIC INPATIENT

a
a
a

therapeutic foster care

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG a n c v o r a l c o h o l PROGRAM
C OTHER BEStOCNTtAL
a NONE
□ UNKNOWN

INSTRUCTIONS: REFER TO THE TRAIN*** MANUAL. B E SU R E TO RATE THE YOUTH'S MOST SEVERE LEVEL OF DYSFUNCTION FOR THE TIME PERIOO
SPECIFIED ABOVE (C O . THE LAST MONTH) THE CAPAS IS OESIGNEO A S A MEASURE O F FUNCTIONAL STATUS ANO SHOULO NOT B E U S E D AS
THE SOLE CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING ANY CLINICAL DECISION. INCLUOING NEED OR ELIGIBILITY FOR SERVICES. INTENSITY O F SERVICES. OR
DAN G CROUSNESS TO SELF/OTHERS

CATAS SCORING SUMMARY
YOUTH’S FUNCTIONING
ROLE PERFORMANCE
IHW IKITOF K A K M C K C K tV
SCHOOL/WORK ____
COMMUNITY _____
BEHAVIOR TOWARO OTHERS
MOODS/SELF HARM
IHOMCB o r N B I C A C K O M 1 I
MOODS/EMOTIONS ____
SELF-HARMFUL BEHAVIOR _
SUBSTANCE U SE

a o io

YOUTH EXHIBITS n o OR MINIMAL IMPAIRMENT
YOUTH LIKELY CAN BE TREATED ON AM OUTPATIENT B A SIS.
PROVtOCD THAT RISK BEHAVIORS ARE NOT PRESENT
J 4C - ’ O
YOUTH MAY NEED CARE WHICH IS MORE INTENSIVE THAN
OUTPATIENT ANCVCP WHICH INCLUDES M U L H ^ X SO URCES
OF SUPPORTIVE CARE
1 AO A HIGHER YOUTH LIKELY NEEDS INTENSIVE TREATMENT THE FQRM QF
WHICH WOULD ©C SH A PED BY THE PRESENCE OF RISK
FACTORS ANO Th e RESOURCES a v a i l a b l e WITHIN t h e
FAMILY ANO THE COMMUNITY

C 2 0 -3 0

RISK BEHAV IORS rTEMS E N D O R SE D WHICH SU G G EST RISK TO YOUTH OR OTHERS
3 SELF-HARM: MOOO S . i i » SELF HARM
<4(1
a AGGRESSION: SCHOOL. 3 A 4 . HOME. A 3 : COMMUNITY. O B .
a SC*UAL BEHAVIOR- COMMUNITY 0 9 & * r BEHAVIOR. 9 0
c fir c s c ttin g
c o m m u n it y r i l r e

THINKING

PRtM ARr CAREGIVER R E SO U R C E S

TOTAL TOR YOUTH
■Aoo TNC VYWC BCN.C K C M I >

• f t f y l n > t tM O .ltM .L W 9
N p M t mt t M * M f t
N

LEVELS O F OVERALL DYSFUNCTION B A S E O O N THE YOUTH'S TOTAL SC O R E

BEHAVIOR

AO

_MATERIAL NEEDS
FAMILY/SOCIAL SUPPORT

*Y

A R H .K O
QXA U l l U r t M M . Mtm
K dU M
W 8 V 13131 ^»»-+Ta3|
e w « H . A t t t t M I H . • * i W t K l H u t l w u t UM * u t l t n K N I N i M i • ! tA* m »U m
K i i i o i • IP fS
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ID #

Yo u t h ' s N a m e

Stv»f» Impairment
Severe dwvpOon
or meapecjfaOon

scHooiy
WORR
S U B S C A lE

Out of job or school due
001
lo behavior (a g.. asked to leave
or refuses to attend)
002

EjpeSed or equivalent

Judged to bo a threat to
009
others because of aggressive
potential (l t . resufteig troni
youth's actions or statements),
mondonng or supervision
Harmed or mode senous
004
threat to hurt a teacher/peer/
oworker/supervtsor
Unable to meet mtmmum
00S
requvements for beneror m
classroom (either n regular
or speoatted classroom m
puttie school or equivalent)
•without specs!
Chronic truancy resulting
<
m negative consequences
(e g . detention, loss of
course credit, fating courses
or tests, parents noblted)
Chrome absences, other
than truancy, resulting *i
negative cons equences
( e g . loss of course credit,
fating courses or tests,
parents nobhed)

MM Impairment
Srgnticanf problems
orostress

Norwcompkant behavior
01 2
which resuRe m persistent
or repealed dtonipbon of
group functioning or
becomes known to authorfty
figures other than classroom
teacher (e g . prmcjpai)
because of seventy and/or

Non-compkant behavior
022
resuis in teacher or
•venedMa supervisor
bringing attention lo
problems or structuring
youth's ectMUes so as to
avoid predtetable drtficulhes.
more than other youth

t*»

i” >
ROLE
PERFORHANCE

M odtfite mpainrnni
Mtfor or por%atmnt
ds/upOon
_________

007

Disruptive behavior.
ot
m ated to poor attention or
high acttvty level, persists
despde the youth having been
placed at a special learrang
enwonmenl or receiving a
speciateed program or
Fating til or most classes

009

Oropped out of school and
holds no job

010

No dtw pcon or
functioning

101___________

<ia>

tnapproprtate behavior
012
which resufts m persistent
or repeated dtirupbon of
group functionngor
becom es known to authonty
figures other than dassroom
teacher (e g., principal)
because of severity and/or
chromcity
Frequently truant
014
(i e . appronmatety once
every tarn weeks or for
several consecutive daysi
Frequent absences from 018
school (i e.. approwmatciy
once every two weeks or
for several consecutive
days) due to enpawng
behavior and excluding
truancy or physical tineas
Regarding work
Otf
performance, missed days
or tardiness results m
reprimand or equivalent.
Behavior is disruptive.
917
ielated to poor attention or
Mgh actMty level, routing
n mdhnduaftzed program or
speewftzed treatment being
needed or implemented
Receiving a reprimand.
wamng, or equivalent at
work

Minimal or Mo Impairment

inappropriate behavior
923
remits in teacher or
anmedMe supervisor
bm gng attention to
problems or structuring
youth’s actMbes so as to
avoM predtetable difficulties,
more than other youth

Reasonably comfortable
and competent *i relevant

929

Moor problems
satis factonly resolved

129

Functions satisfactorily
even wdh dntracttons

939

School grades are
average or above

931

Schootwurkis
932
commensurate wtfh
abtity and youth is mentally
retarded.

Occasontity disobeys
924
school rules, with no harm
to others or to property,
more than other youth

Schookeork is
933
commensurate wdh
abtity and youth m learning
doabled

Problems m school.
929
related to poor attention or
high acttvty level, are present
but are not dtiruptive to the
classroom (can be managed
m the reguter classroom,
with the youth able to
achieve sabsfactonty)

Schoolwork *
commensurate with
abtity and youth is a slow
■earner

School/work
productivity • less then
expected for abtibes due
to fadure to eaecute
assignments correctly,
complete work, hand
et work on Urns, etc .

929

Schootwork is
abtity and youth has j
learning impairment due
to maternal alcohol or drug
use
In a mostly vocational
program and doing
salisfactonty

934

Graduated bom high
school or recerved GED

937

Oropped out of school
931
and is working at a |ob or ts
actively lookmg for a job

0 II

Grade average is lower
019
than *C* and is not due to
lack of ability or any mental
or physical disabilities
Fating at least half of
920
courses and ttes is not
due to lack of abtity or my
mental or physcal

EXCEPTION

911

EXCEPTION

EXCEPTION

Explanation
Could Not Score 940

i c«rr r> « ftt

in i.im

e?

V p«rt a t 'h i* M il **r M

d

934

<?t«o oia b m tit ■»**. vw Ac»«r. mcft&e** **10%. m u

il * 'r i b u '*<
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Yo u t h ' s N a m e __________________________________________ I D #

S m f t Impairment
S o w * Gsmpton
orwcapocdAioo
W

ROU
PEMORWWCE
HOME
su e sc A ie

□

Moderate bnpatrmorM
Mqoopersufenf
ds/up 0on
m

MHd Impairment
Sign/leant problems
or d s in s s
m

Not n the home due lo
041
behavior et the homo lit
youth were n th e nemo,
edtonoho inm iQ iniirt by
oVtors would be required ei
order tor yoidh lo be maedained
ei the home).

Poroiotonl fadure to
comply with reasonable
rules and expectations
wOhm the homo
(O.0.. bodUmo. curfew),
active doflanco much of
the bmo

Off

Gdoniivo monogamont
M3
by othora roquood n ordor to
be m oottowf m tho home.

Froquonl uao of profane.
wdgar. or euroe worda to
houoohold mombars .

0S3

Oeiboraleandaertous
Bvooto of physcal horm lo
houootMfd members..

Rapoatod erespcnstole
bahovlor n the homo is
potordtoAy dangerous
(t.0 .. leeves alova on)

049

049

Repealed octo ot
M4
nttnadottontmrard household
Behovier and acttnttea
04S
are beyond caregiver's
M uence anneal ad the Ome
(Lo.. serous end lapaalod
M NM to or eapeconone ano
rules. such as ciefow).

J-»—
*1-—
—
.—
M- ~ ±-U-----A

Run owoy from homo
044
overnight and Mofy where*
aboute are known to paranta.
auch oa fnanda homo
Oabbarata damaga to
Iho homo

044

EXCEPTION

444

Mlmmaior No knpmnnent
NoGa/upConaf
Ibnctonerg
m

Frequently fads to
comply *dh reasonable
rule* and expectations
wdhm mo homo

M7

Haa to bo "watched* or
prodded m ardor to get
hnrvher to do chorea or
comply wdh requests

044

TypieaPy compdss
wdh reeooneblo rules
and expectations wither
the homo.

M3

Mnorproblems
aabsfectordy rssohed

449

EXCEPTION

4M

Frequondy ’bafca" or
049
reeiets routmoa. chorea,
or fodowmg rwtnjctmna.
but «dt comply if caregiver
moists.
Frequondy engagea «
behovwra Much are
ntendonafy frustrating
or annoying to caregiver
to g . taunbng Mbbnga.
purposeful dawdbng)

440

Behavior and octMboa
044
hove to bo constantly
mondomd (n ordw lo ensure
safety ei the home
Supervision of youth
requeed. vrtach does
or woidd irearfere wdh
caregiver's abddy to work
or cany out other roles. ..

047

Rim ewey from home
overfeed mere than once
and whereabouts u rtem n
tocarogner

MS

Oottorale and aevere
040
dNnoge lo property m the
homo (t.0 . homo atructuro.
groundo. fumtotanoo)
EXCEPTION

OM

Ml

e x c e p t io n

Explanation.
Could Not Scot*. MS

*

l t M . t M 4 . t n a toy » * » I M | t * . l k . S .

►*** •* U l *

*«r

m

»■» ■«. 4 ii( tk k u t* 4

U l t o 0 1 4 U ilM r t R m 4 . 4 m A » m .

<r

vrtttM * p t m t t i M

««IQ9. U t J |

jf

m

Um i

T H -O I S l

i n n
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Y o u t h ' s N a m e _________________________________________ I D #

Moderate bnpairment

S tv w t b if a ln w iil
Severe dsrupOoff
ormcapsafaBon
(m

ROLE
PERFORMANCE
COMMUNITY
SUBSCALE

□

Mild Impairment
Sfgrwlcenf proWems
or dsfress
(1S»

M tfonptnntwnt
dsrvpBon
(2SI

Confined rotated to
MS
biHsMt Much Nnowln
wotoled * » tow (*-9-. itototog
tnuoMng confrontabon of e
wcton. auto theft. robbery,
mugging, purse tnelchtog.
fraud, deofing or carrying
drugs. brsMk»a. murder.
drNe by ehoobng),
Substantial avtoance of. or W7
conwctod of. aanoua dotation
of Sw tow (o.g.. otoafoig
tovctMig ccnfiuntabon of a
victon. aulo theft. robbery,
mugging, purse anelcMng.
fraud. deMng or carrying
drugs, breafuns, murdar.
dffl*>by shooting)...
invohemenl wfih legal
BBS
system because of physicaBy
assauflh* behavior or
threatening to h a vaayon..

Sonous andfor repealed
dafinquarft behavior
(e.g., stooflng wdhout
cohfrortong a victim as m
shopltong. vandaaem.
defacing property, taking
a car for a pyndet

079

On probation or under
court superwaion for an
offonae wtech occurred
dunng the tool 3 months..

074

On probation or under
coift eupervtonn for an
offonae which occurred
prior fe the moat recent
3 month period...

B7f

Currently at nsk of
confinement because
of frequent or senous
Motobona of tfie tow

S7f

Mtoor legal notations
(e g . nsnor drhtog
notations. unrUy conduct
such Bial compiasft was

Minimal or No bnpeirment
No dton/poon of

tuneoorung
10)
MB

neighbor's property, or
haresamg neighbor)
Seigto nadents
(e g., defacing property.
vwidaBsm. shopMUng)

Ml

Ptoys with fire on more
than one occasion..

OBJ

EXCEPTION

M3

Youth does not
negathmly enped on the
community.

0B4

Typtcaiy able to resolve
rranor problems

OBS

EXCEPTION

OM

Has been seauaPy
S77
inappropriate ouch that
sduts have concern about
the warfare of other chddren
who may bo around the
youth uneuporwaed

Invohemont wfih togto
MS
system because of aesuafiy
w t a i t o t behavior or
wapproprtale semal bahawor...
OeSberata and severe
STB
damage of property 8 ^ 8 1 1
(he home (a g.. school, care,
bufitongs)
DalbanSa flresoBwq wfih
mafidoue after*.

#71

Repeatedly and
aftaneonaty ptays
fire such that damage to
property or person could
rest*.

EXCEPTION

S71

EXCEPTION

071

STS

Ejplanafion
Could Not Score: 0(7

ROLE PERFORMANCE SCORE * Highest o( SCHOOL/WORK. HOME. COMMUNITY subscores

• CwyylUjftt 1IM .1IN t t n fry R*y Hr M»« Ftl O
Ito
» f till* M il i n
b e e o e io e
I ti tttk u tw

12140 0 1 4 C u h w t MW. AM ATM*. n e f t W M
a t

tie r ie tw

o itA e u t

m

t t i e

w (R » H t» «

« f

W IW .
H e

FJIJI r«*-PT?S|

m tlie t

* •* •* * » •

•

I*

W
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Yo u t h ' s N a m e _____________________________________

S w w t knpMnMil
S««w« ds/upion
orercepacrfeaoa
m

BEHAVIOR
TOWMD
OTHERS

□

Behavior ronsistenrty
toappropnate or txzarre

ID #

Moderate ttwpetrmant
Mejooperaurenf
dsmpSon
am
Mt

Behavior so disruptive or
MB
dangerous that harm lo
otw rsJsftefyfe g . hurt* or
tnts 10 hurt otter*, such ao
Ntttng. btbng. throwevgtttfnge
at otters, uaavg or ihreaianmp
lo uao a weapon or dangerous
object)
Attempted or accompbshod
aaaual aasaut or abuM of
another person (e.g.. used
force, verbal threats, or.
toward younger youth,
ntlrmdehon or persuasion)

Mi

Dalberatefy and severely
cruel lo animals

M1

MNd bnpafment
Signdcanr problems
ordstress
m

Behowor
MS
frtquenOyrtypicaay
Inappropnele and causes
prottame lor sad or others
(ep-.flgnang. badger anct.
promrtcuty).
Inappropnete w u a l
IM
baharor m the presence of
others or dfctcfed toward
ottters .
SpdefutandforwndKtwe
( e g . ddfcerately and
pariirtanwy anooyevg
loottvars. ntenbonafly
damayvg personal
betongevgs of others)

OM

Onusuaty quarrelseme.
argumentative. or
armoywvg to others

102

Poor judgment or
enpUBhw behavior that •
age mappropnalo and
rauaea tnconversence to
others...

tea

Upset (e g . temper
100
tantmmj 4 cannot have or
do something anmodttefy.
i frustrated, or if crttazed

Relates sabsfactoray
toothers...

m

ts able to estabtsh
and sustaav a normal
range of age-appropriate
rctahonsTNps

112

Occasional
deagreements are
resolved reasonably

113

EXCEPTION

114

Easiy annoyed by others IM
and responds more
rtrongty than other children,
quick-tempered

Poor judgment or
iM
anpiMive behavior
resutbng m dangerous or
nsfey acttvdes that could
teed to npiry or getting into
trouble
Frequent deploy ot
anger toward others,
angry outbursts...

M7

Frequently mean to
other people or anenais

OM

Predominantly rotates to OM
others n an vptodattve or
mantputattve manner
(e.g.. uses/cons others)
involved In gang*Nhe
acMttea inwfSch otters
are harassed. M e d .
threatened, ale

Mlnenal or No bnpairment
N o dssupOon of
fencflorang
t il

Ooes not engage n
typtcal peer recreational
actMbes because of
tendency to be ignored or
rejected by peers

107

Odflcufties n peer
Interactions or m malang
tnonds due to negabve
behewor (eg ., teaseig.
ndtoulng. pelting on
others)..

lo t

immature behavior leads
lo poor itlsttone vwth
same age peers or to
having mends a t e are
predomeianOy younger

1M

EXCEPTION

no

IM

Persistent problems/
101
dtfttcutbea at raMbig to
peers due to antagonizing
banewort (eg ., threatens,
shoves).
EXCEPTION

MS

EXCEPTION

102

Eiptanabon
Could No* Score 111

•
» f

i * * o : * * 4 . j p99 » f o
« * » • " » • M r A *

r

m * i* »

# s .d .

r7 ir e e ie C M O tt o w . a m m m ,
o r t* r tin t* 4 tiU M u t w ritte n (* ■ * • • * > «

i « t n
f j « i
mt i m
m U m c

? v e -# T
v«fU M

7

S»
i . j i

« .
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Modar«la impOtmaat
M qonporsatont
dsrupOon
(Ml

Srvrrr bnpartmaid
S e v e r n Ms/updon
or d ie apacddOo/r
m
Viomod a» odd or

(Marked change* to m ooda
dial ara gonarpdy it a n a a and
abrupt.

114

taaponsM a t ncongm oua or
iwapprcprtata (uw aaannshlo.
n c r t m l m a t of dm bm a

HOODS/
SELF-HARM

F ears. worwaa. or an a ak a s
taaud « poor allandanco at
school ( i a . aboard for to least
ona Oar par waafe on average)
or m atoad o a n a l rathdtewal
(wto net leave • • • hom e to wsd
<Mdi hiande)

M O O O S/
E M O T IO N S
su b sc a l e

(Emotiont -

117

d^muoii.
moodiftttt, fur,
••fry,
imubdity,
tcnufmi, pitiK.
antadonu*

eancantrabon. energy level,
or n o r w t octtvdws. d w b
entobiaty or an fta d o ra aiT a.
m arked dbwaaoltad bdaraaf or
ptoaouro at typmaf achwhos) «*
praoant. dtara aftoidd bo
drtluikonea at two or m ore areas...
Youth wom an oscM stvoty
133
(1 a . otd of proportion) and
perstotondy (I.e.. at toast had of
Via b m al. n d h dM urbanco In
hm cttonaig m andaalad by at
lae el o n e ot th e ledowtng- tia o p
probtom a, ttrodnato. poor
concentration. aidabddy. m uacta
tension. or Iro in g ^ o y e d up’

0 a . aotalea ta d bom blends).
D epressw n • accom pem od
by aiacrdat wtard <• a . *ea0y
wants to dm)

114

Mdttmai or No fanparrmsirf
No ttsrupO on o f
Nncoonm g

cm
131

O ppressed m ood or
122
sa d n a a a la p orM tant
(i a . at loaaf b a d of m a tone),
wdh dtoitebance m hottbonaty
at a l taaal o n a of t t o Wtomatg

D r p w m i m socw ted
114
wdb acadanaa mcapocdation
(i a . aboard at tonal ona day a
woo* on average or. d m ado to
attend odioot. dona not do work)

d U R tf.

Mttd Imgdtmtant
StqnAcont pro&oms
ord& ross

m

OPan a n n u s . tearful,
or t a d , wdh ta m e iN eted
sym ptom praoant (o g ..
nrgntm ares, rtam echachvs)

134

Otopropo too ra ta
aapraaam n of ardabddy.
tea r, or w o m ao ..

124

Vary tad-enbeaf. tow
ted to slao m . toeing*
of norihtosaness

134

Eaady dtotraaaad 4 m ake*
rmslah**-

131

Sad. wdhdrarm. nun. or
a n a o u k 4 criticized

112

S ad (or dapraaaad or
anhadarsc) or s n a e u a m at
laaal o n e tadbig lor up to a
law day* at a tana

133

Notable omohonal
taalttobon (a 4 . has tofOeudy
oapraaam g strong am etiona
«uch a s tear. hate. Iowa)

134

EXCEPTION

134

F e a ts norm al dlolrasa. but
dady Ma « not dtarwptad-

134

C onatoart sa d to b a a n
*OK” p arso n

137

C an w y r r n strong
am otioaa apprnprtaiaty

134

C jpartsnca of s a d n e s s and
armory ara ago appropriate

139

EXCEPTION

HO

F e a rs . w ornas, or
124
anarokao raoud at (ha youm
oapratam g m ortwd distress
upon 6a mg away (ram the hom o
or poront Spurs*. h o w sisr, m a
youth is ebto to g o to school or
engage n t e r r a toetal actM baa.
Schoot-ago cftddron foguao

124

b o couaa of wom ao or annetteo
(a 0 . ils s p s ig naa r potent*,
cadwtg hom at
Em otional btunbng |t a., no
124
or taw argna of am otionat
a a t M t M . am otionat a n r a o tro n
lom aikadH ttat)
130

EXCEPTION

HOOK/
SELF-HARM

127

EXCEPTION

alb

wtolilHon. or mpay Much i

sod harm ...

w noig aod-mpay ot sed-homt

D M <e g.. m d J d gestures or
behenor wdhout Mont to dm.
■yporflooi t a w «ut»>

(• g.. MJ«C«teOdatnplwdh

IMM fe too. •ad.»ler»elton»

SELF*
HARM FUL

143

B E H A V IO R

resudod n or couM Maly re n d at
ser o u s to* Hury ( • g.. n o t owl m die
pad) of • car. apant cor door ot
0 0 1 0 i l i d o l . and youdt A m a r *
of Iho danger

SU BSC A LE

Km a clear plan to Mai t«U

to 0 .. (opoelUly pmchtnq tad or
scratching d m h i a d u i object)..

Talta or ra y n a f toy ttm n
147
about hartmtg sod. fading tod.
or wanting lo dto .

144

CouM Not Score

143

I MOOOSI SELF-HARM SCORE * Higher of MOODS/EMOTIONS and SELF-HARMFUL BEHAVIOR subscores

* c«rr»>o»t im o i m . t m
140

o f

tA it

» « rk

sa y

ty m y m i *« n
b*

ro y iw

o.

o ttttb u t w

« :t r o e x e Cm u k
o r

r a y r in tH

im o

rttA w t

mi*

M * t.

u to s.
o f

m *

m il

M tA a r

v » rn a n

•
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ormcsptaimon
(m

Th e s e

SUBSTANCE
USE
(Subiuncn=
ikoM ar draft)

□

Lifestyle carders on
■equation and um
( • 9 .. preoccupwd wdh
thou(pd* or urges to uaa
■ubefenrea. erewnga far
substances. uaaa mthe
momng)...

IM

Papandard on cunpnuaig
use to melntaei functioning
( t o.. tits* to aapsnance
edhdiawal symptoms Mich
a s toaAng aefc. headaches.
nausea, vomting, ahalong.
ole.)...

IS f

Fating ar evpsaad from
school rotated to effects of
usage.

IM

Fired or loseigiob retted
to effects of usage

1C7

FraquanOy miner alert or
rogh (• 0-. more than two
tunes a week)..

189

Use of substances resuis
189
n aanoua negative
eonaaquancaa (a g . q u a d ,
doing tiagal acta, fating
rfaaaaa)la pregnant or • a paranl
and la a tiu g uaar.

188

la pregnaid or » a paranl
an dgatsounkor roufinaty
uaaa ticaheL..

181

Has tdachouts, dnnks
attve. or cannot slop
tisdano once started...

182

Minimal or No fcnpainnenl

Mdd bnpaamanl
Signticenr problems
ordofress

M o o if w n p a r n a n i
Mtyofltwaofenf
dsn/pOo/t
1281

S tw r t h y w i w d
Severe dmnt&on

Nodarupeonof
fencSorang

m

m

c a t e g o r ie s a p p l y to y o u th o f all a g e s

Uaaa n aucn a way
188
astoedarfarewdh
hjncfronrtg (la., job. school,
dnvmg) ei spde ol potential
aanoua csnaaquaneaa
(a g . traffic vttebona.
worn or achool abaaneaa
or lartinaaa. trasaes out on
acttvtiaa. uaaa on achool
days or befere work/school)

Infrequent eacaas and
ardy wdhoul aanoua
eonaaquancaa..

172

Regular uaage
(a g., once a week) but
wdhoul wtaocaoon or
bamg obviously high

179

178

Substance uaa • dented;
unable lo confirm

177

Has only "tnarT them.
does nol uaa them .

178

Occasional use wdh no
negative consequences

178

Gala ado troubla
188
because ol uaaga
( e g . arguaa. fighta wdh
famdy or friends, ei
acddant. trouble wdh
toechars. pekad up by
podca. braalia rules. traaaaa
curfew)
Behawor potenhady
endangers sod or oiners
bacauaa of uaaga
(a g.. Fifuay. eapenenang
physical health problems,
vulnerable to dale rape)

187

Fnendafaps change to
moatty aubatanca uaara

188

High or udoaicated
once a weak

188

IF YOUTH IS

12

OR Y O UNG ER. U S E THESE AOOITIONAL CATEGORIES

For 12yearsoryoungar.
189
uaaa regularly (once a week
or moral.

For 12 years or younger.
accational uaa wdhoul
mtoacabon and wdhout
bacowwnq obvwualy tuqh

178

For 12 years or younger.
has used aubatancea
more than once

174

EXCEPTION

EXCEPTION

171

EXCEPTION

178

IM

No use o l substances

EXCEPTION

188

r ifiiitin n
Could Not Scot* 1S1

• r^ p m i
im

im .lI M .I M B toy to r IM |M .A .O .

12140 014 l u t o i t I M .

Ma M M . « <>!<■

p a c t i t t i u i M t t n r feo n f t t o , 4 i * t n M H . « r n r t t a t H n t i M t m t m

im m m m

40109. H i l l

■< Um m i h .

’M -W Sl

% » » # o .io .n
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Moderate Impertinent
Mayonperssfe/if
asmpOon
m

Severe Siqi—iuanl
Severe dfc/upeon
orncepeaCaeon
m
C a n n o t attem o

THINKING

*

Fr e q u e n t

norm al.

9C H O O C CLA SSR O O M , OOCS
N O T HAVE NORMAL.
m iC N D S M R L . ANO CANNOT
u r in

oirncuLYY

. 2 fi
SPECIALIZED SETTING O N

N ceo eo
o r ru e

s u p e r v is io n

to

b. Speech or nonverbal IM
behavior • ertremely odd
and w noncommuracabwe
(eg., echotaaa. idiosyncratic
language) .
c. Strange or baarre
104
behavior due to frequent
andfor dtanjpbve daemons
orhaMuctnabona. cant
dPbnguoh fantasy from
reaary
d PeBem ot short-term 180
memory toawdwonardaOon
to time or place moat of the
tune
EXCEPTION

104

CO M M UNICATIONS. IN

b e h a v io r

T H E COM M UNITY O U t TO ANY
o r TH E FOLLOW ING.

ant

Mimmal or No Impairment
No ttsnjpO on of
JUncSorsng
m

O c c a s io n a l
o r m c u c T Y in

in

COMMUNICATIOM O N

in t e r a c t a o c o u a t c

s . Commurscabone
182
which are enpoestte
«M ranM |r 4 ffl(Ulto
understand due to eicoherent
thought or Pngueqa (e g .
loeservngof assocwbone.
ftgftt o fd ees)

Mild bnpaament
Stgndcenf problems
or d streu
<>•*

s e m a v i o r . o n in
INTERACTIONS WITH
O T H E R S D U E TO a n t O f
TH E FOLLOW ING.

oue

FOLLOWING

100

c intermdfent
halucmaBons that
interfere wdh normal
funcbonmg.

100

t» 0

EXCEPTION

100

a. Eccentnc or odd
103
speech (e g . enpovenshed.
digressive, vague)

a. Communications
107
do not How * are irrelevant,
or dworgamzed ( i e . more
than other cMdren of the
same age)..
b Frequent dwtorbon
ot tNnldng (obsessions,
suspocra)

Thought, as
reflected by
communication. « not
dwordered or eccentnc

b. Thought
104
distortions (e.g..
obeaaswna. suspicions)
c. Egression ot odd
beaeta or. if otdor than
erghl years oM. magnet
thedung

100

<t Unusual
100
perceptual eapenences
not qualifying as
pathotogeal hafucmabons

d. Frequent, marked
100
confusion or evidence of
short term memory toss.
e. Ptsoccupyeig
101
cagndions or tanlaaiaa
wdh bizarre. odd. or gross
themes.
EXCEPTION

108

107

ex c e pt io n

Edlanatlon;
CouM Hot S cot*

R ecoup

• 4 fy n # t

iM

.im .t m

flv a m w aft prLvi^nggs ntct.

M B O m O H A L . C O M M IW T S . COWCI

» r R*r M i i i . n . D .

Ao p«rt of cut* M tl M f to «««tN. O H u t o t t o

m

e

o n iw u tt m

«t r m t n t H

. m

200

m

« ,

a ie u « M

*iUmut m c t r a w n t N M

h im

. d u i

«f tlto M tto t

’ « » -* n s»
v*c«too • l» n
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ID #
CAREGIVER BEING RATED:

CAREGIVER BEING RATED

uuant
ifs o iic a
ftadnallndi
I---------- 1

RELATIONSHIP TO CHILD

PRIMARY FAMILY

10 #

INFORMANT

YOUTH PLACEMENT

Stvaic PwpNnram
Savara dvvptoo
orMC4p4C44iOII
W

M odtnlt Onpalrmant
Mgroppamsfanr

M9d fenpatrmaiil
SipMfcanf proMms
ordaoaas

Youthra naada lor food.
291
do9wig.hauNno.m adm
4 M B n , of rmghborhood
u M y ara not bang mat ouch
that aavara nak to haaflh of
eadara et youth • bkafy

Fraquant nagatfva mpoct
293
on youth's funcflorana OR a
major dtorupOon in the youth's
functioning dua lo youth's
naada ter food, housing,
dotftng. msdfcal tflontion. or

OccaawnN nagaoua
299
anpact an lha youths
funchorang dua to the
youOYa naada lor food,
nouaeig. dotlang, m o d m
a9ention. or neighborhood
safety not being mat..

<±%mt*on
m

LJ

293

m

299

EXCEPTION

EXCEPTION

ADM#

m

299

Explanation

c u u G im
U SOU K tS:

DATE

Minimal or No anpaoimnt
No darupaon o<
Nncaonwg

met..

EXCEPTION

RATER

Baale matanal naada ara 207
arranged for or attoquatafy
mat ao that (hare * no
donation ei the youth s
funcaonmg..
AN* to uaa community
raaourcaa aa nesdad

209

EXCEPTION

209

Could Not Score 219

Vouto'a ilxM ipw w nm

222

potaMMffp dvtgorava to to*
v o w * d ue Id lack o l

Id t w fou P i'o m a in n e ed *

famkl/

S w iaiS ippm

□

Even toough tow*

e.)..
C < m m > • fiawNr t m M i .

• ttM youto. th w * «
m lfe m ih a

>. of othm
2 11

i aueport tyatem

•» > -

M y . a t 4 d m not
youet l o ratom t o to o t o w ...
lo iM i

2 14
m ._

219

■(09-

iW youdl ;

<p m M l M aw yaWPs Wanda)...
• h M . M m m I M u m , or M g M .. .

F a h n o l c a n g N u n lo

Fadure <4 e a n g M r lo

227

or

229

219

p w w u M i M u m < o t Iw m M i M .
S a m i o t fe e e m n t d u n aM fe

219
youto'a h om o.

toboHhM
o%y
221

EXCEPTION

229

EXCEPTION

234

EXCEPTION
C o N Not Scot* 239

I C e y y r iiO t t M O .I f M .I M S » r M r M Q l l . D . O
( U M O la M l M r t * M d . Am M M » .
to p a r t mi U U * < m I a a y a * c o f t H . D M f i t w t t a . w n y c u t H n t t o d a n i t m r » i » i « n m

M IO I. t) U | ' « a » D ) 9 l
« ( tto w tlm . t o t n m l . l l . N
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ID #

Yo u t h ' s N a m e

CAREGIVER BEING RATED: NON-CUSTOOIAL FAMILY O R PA R ENT NOT LIVING IN CHILD'S HOME

CAREGIVER BEING RATED

UICGMI
KSQBKU:
ftatonallwto

□

RELATIONSHIP TO CHILD

INFO RM ANT

IO#

YOUTH PL A C E M E N T

RATER

AOM»

Savare fenptoimant

Moderate Imyatrmanl

MMd Impertinent

Mineral or No Impartmenl

Severe tosst/poon
orm cspsauoon

Mt/or/porzatant
tosrupOon
(29)

Signdcenf probtams
o ra stn zs
m

No dsrupoon ot
funcootmg
(•»

Youth's naads lor food.
249
dotrang. housmg. medical
attention, or neighborhood
safety are not bewiQ met such
tfiat savor* nsk to hetoth or
welfare of youth to kkefy

Fraquant negative impact
242
on youth's functioning 2 f i 9
mayor toarupticn m tha youth’s
functioning dua *o youth's
naads tor food, housing,
dofhatg, medfcat attention. or
netghbofflood safety not beatg
mat

Occasional negative
244
anpact on the youth’s
funcboneig dua to tha
youth's naads for food,
housing, etothmg. medeal
attention, or neighborhood
safety not baatg mat

B ase mdanto naads ara 249
arranged for or adequately
mat so that there to no
disruption ei tha youth’s
funcboneig.
Able to uaa commundy
resources a s needed.

247

EXCEPTION

EXCEPTION

EXCEPTION

244

EXCEPTION

241

243

24ft

Could Not Score 249

Emanation

CMIGIVK
U SO U IdS:

DATE

Youth's iMirM ymmM
m od* cannot bo aJaquataty

llO th *

291

you* tow to lacfe at lam*

totheyouto's mayor naada

tacurdy or sanodmiy n
to tha youth's nooi

1Id iiii i I

hmilt/

279

Social Support

□

pw «M

291
grow thoughk

itMMM. «lc)
Cwn w w

m frankly hoaMa.

to few youth. feyara to
Gofflpansahon from th»
radar toctol support system

292

madMg.«f4eMiwi

279

m m you * to rahim to tha h e m ...
You* to sufcyaclod toM M M l

291

m 9m ham* toyo can gn *..

FameynotobtotoproNd*

n i l * M m fey

j H n t e i w , wA oul trying

to

car* (a.#.. I
know nharaabouts of chtof.
d oes not know cN d stn a n d e )

Town amandy iwnowJ
Mamto* home duo lot**
•feu**. p f e y c l ab u t* . a* l a g H . .
F
a
ilu
red

oto

2
9
7

Fadur* ol caraqn*i to
pramde amotfonaf supp
lo youto wfeo Moo Doan

299

itoayowMl

mamma
Savor* or Maquant domestic

297

* • . or

299

noianc*. tafeoo placa «
youth's Nana

th*

itafenipianLy alyoutobybewo
* untoMM how iM i or
Iol youth bam q m velvad
299

273

EXCEPTION

EXCEPTION
Could Mot S cora 279

* ir,Pr*W

** ^*r t

ky

***•

rry *•

wtoyra.m.O.

I2 l « 0 Ota CMhMt tea*. Mm I t t a t . M cM yu

u w r i t u t r r . « c r t f t m t H a it lt M t H i t t M

taiOS.

U 1 J 1 ?**-*T3 SI

p t m m o i « t t M M t lw i

S r t t a * • t t . IS
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ID #

Yo u t h ' s N a m e

CAREGIVER BEING RATED: SURROGATE CAREGIVER

CAREGIVER BEING RATED

RELATIONSHIP TO CHILD

tUOMCIL

IM W l

INFORMANT

YOUTH PLACEM ENT

RATER

DATE

ADM #

S t i t t f Imp tonne wf
Severs ds/upSon
ormcapaotalpn

M od u li* to p e n w m
Mapffherwfenf
d srup0on

Mdd bnpetrmem
Stgndtoanr proOtoms
ordstress
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